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Battle over sanctuary cities escalating
By Reid Wilson
The Hill
Immigration hardliners are
threatening to hold potentially billions of dollars in state grants hostage as they seek to compel socalled sanctuary cities to cooperate
with federal law enforcement officials.
Legislators in 33 states have introduced measures to limit or prevent cities from acting as sanctuaries for undocumented immigrants.
Only one state this year, Mississippi, has enacted a ban on sanctuary jurisdictions, but several others,
including Texas, Indiana, Iowa,
Florida and Georgia, are advancing
their own bills.
Sanctuary cities and counties
often defy requests from federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials to hold undocumented immigrants so they can be
picked up later for deportation.

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

We are going to be back in the
era of traveling by burros, because
if we go by train, we run into the
possibility that in the city where we
are, maybe the train does not stop,
unless it is a Harry Reid train to
nowhere. If we travel by bus, we
never get to where we need to go;
and traveling by car we take the
chance of getting into an accident
or facing a confrontation with those
highway patrol units that want to
increase the coffers of the city of
their jurisdiction.
So the only option we have left,
besides not going any farther than
the corner convenience store, is the
plane, and then we have to confront
those rude and unprofessional PSA
agents — all frustrated perhaps because they were never able to realize their dream of being real police
officers — and the incompetence of
airport and airline personnel that are
under the impression that they are
doing us a favor of allowing us to
step foot into their airport and board
the airplane.
And thanks to some of those incompetent airline personnel (with
a few exceptions, of course), now
we have the privilege and the opportunity to be forced to deal with
the local law enforcement agents,
such as in the case of that United
Airlines plane flying from Chicago,
Illinois to Louisville, Kentucky,
during which the passengers had
the opportunity to welcome members of the most brutal and abusive
police force in the nation.
Reservation agents should be
well aware of the number of seats
available and how many seats were
sold to avoid overbooking of a
flight; the reservation agents should
be able to keep at least four seats in
reserve for airline personnel that
need to fly on standby in order to
go to work the next day in whatever city they are stationed.
You know, it is like in the old
days in Las Vegas showrooms,
when the Maitre’d used to keep a
few of the best booths for those lastminute high-rollers or any surprise
VIPs, to accommodate them as the
house’s best clients.
Anyway, in this Chicago story,
being shown on every television
station, being talked about on every talk show in the nation and also,
of course, on the internet, United
Airline flight 3411 needed four
seats to accommodate their personnel going to work the next day in
another city and was willing to pay
for those seats; the offer went from
$400.00 to $800.00, plus a hotel
accommodation for the night, but
no one took the offer.
Everybody knows that all airline
employees fly on standby. If they
needed to be at work the next day,
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

File photo: Carmen Spoerer, right, rallies among others protesting against sanctuary cities
near the Santa Maria courthouse in Santa Maria, Calif. on Aug. 13.

While there is no technical legal
definition of a sanctuary city, many
of the bills under consideration
would require cities to swear under
penalty of perjury that they comply with federal detainer requests.
“If a city calls itself a sanctuary
city, that means a lot of different
things to a lot of different cities,”
said Pennsylvania state Sen. Guy
Reschenthaler (R), who has sponsored a ban on what his legislation
calls “municipalities of refuge.”
Reschenthaler’s bill, which has
passed the state Senate and is awaiting action in the Republican-led
state House, would withhold state
grants from any city that does not
agree to hold detainees for up to 48
hours at ICE’s request.
It would also deny those cities
sovereign immunity.
(See Sanctuary Cities, Page 5)

Gorsuch is sworn in as
Supreme Court justice
By Lydia Wheeler
The Hill
Neil Gorsuch on Monday became the 101st associate justice of
the Supreme Court and President
Trump’s first high court appointee.
Justice Anthony Kennedy administered the judicial oath to
Gorsuch in the sun-soaked White
House Rose Garden shortly after 11
a.m. Hours earlier, Chief Justice
John Roberts administered the constitutional oath in a private ceremony in the justices’ conference
room at the court.
(See Gorsuch, Page 7)

Sessions pushes for crackdown on
illegal immigrants who commit crimes
By Mallory Shelbourne
The Hill
The Department of Justice on
Tuesday instructed prosecutors to
crack down on undocumented immigrants who commit crimes, directing employees to step up
“criminal immigration enforcement.”
The Justice Department will add
50 immigration judges this year and
75 next year, Attorney General Jeff
Sessions said during a speech to
Customs and Border Protection in
Nogales, Ariz., along the U.S.-

Mexico border.
“We mean international criminal
organizations that turn cities and
suburbs into war zones, that rape
and kill innocent civilians, and who
profit by smuggling poison and
other human beings across our borders. Depravity and violence are
their calling cards, including brutal
machete attacks, even beheadings,”

Sessions said. “They threaten the
very integrity of our nations and our
hemisphere. It is here on this sliver
of land, on this border, where we
first take our stand. It is a direct
threat to our legal system and to our
peace and prosperity.”
Sessions strayed slightly from
his prepared remarks. He had
(See Crack Down, Page 7)

JEFF SESSIONS

David Thomas drops
his judicial candidate
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
It’s been a very upsetting week
for Judge Heidi Almase, with two
significant issues in one week; one
of those issues proved the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper to be right
once again.
After not being able to reach the
50 plus one that would have given
her the winning position in last
April’s Municipal election, Judge
Heidi Almase was hit with another
heavy blow that she may not have
been expecting: her campaign manager, David Thomas, announced to
her that he would not be able to be
the campaign manager in her race
for reelection.

Billy Walters arrives for court in New York.

Billy Walters goes in single day
from millionaire winner to loser
JUDGE HEIDI ALMASE
In an email sent to Judge
Almase, her campaign manager,
David Thomas, notified her that her
(See Almase, Page 6)

By Thomas Mitchell
His winning streak is over.
As John L. Smith reports in a
column for The Nevada Independent, Las Vegas sports bettor and
golf course developer Billy Walters,
having beaten several investigations and indictments, has been con-

victed in New York of insider trading.
As Smith relates, “He collected
pliable politicians and malleable reporters like posies, and nearly always managed to get the best of it.
Even law enforcement, which in the
(See Walters, Page 4)

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

Sanctuary City advocates are moronic political hacks
By Gordon Martines
For the life of me, I cannot understand how anyone could righteously believe that keeping Illegal
criminal Aliens from being deported is a good thing.
Try as I may, I can’t come up
with one valid reason not to coop-

erate with the Federal Government
in deporting Illegal Criminal Aliens
and enforcing Federal Immigration
laws. Illegal Criminal Aliens are, by
definition, worthless and detrimental to any community.
Can anyone visualize and comprehend any community that is stu-

pid enough to interject Illegal Convicted Criminal Aliens back into
any American community, supposedly to live amongst law-abiding
American people and try to assimilate and not re-victimize anyone
ever again? That would be nothing
more than a pipe dream. It has been

proven time and time again that rehabilitation is a joke and that these
Illegal Convicted Criminal Aliens
— equipped with no skills, no education, no morals, no honor and no
loyalty to this or any country — are
continuing to be predisposed to
(See From the Desk, Page 3)
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Bill could dilute Nevada’s presidential voting power
By Thomas Mitchell
There is a bill pending in the
Legislature that could have the effect of diluting the state’s voting
power in presidential elections.
Assembly Bill 274 would rope
Nevada into a compact called the
“Agreement Among the States to
Elect the President by National
Popular Vote.” Instead of awarding
Nevada’s six electoral votes — one
for each representative and senator
in Congress — according to how
Nevadans vote, those six electoral
voters would be awarded to the
president and vice president team
that wins the popular vote nationally.
This essentially cuts Nevada’s
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votes from six to four, since the
votes nationwide would be proportional to population and exclude the
power of our two senators.
The change would take place
when enough states join the compact to constitute a majority of electoral votes, which is 270 of the 538
electoral votes. Thus far enough
states have signed on to constitute
about 165 electoral votes. But because it is a compact, Congress
would have to agree to it as well.
The Constitution leaves it up to

each state’s Legislature to decide
how to award its electoral votes.
Currently all but two states —
Maine and Nebraska — award all
their electoral votes to the statewide
winner. Maine and Nebraska award
two electoral votes — equal to the
number of its senators — to the
statewide winner, but award one
electoral vote to the winner in each
congressional district.
AB274 went before the Assembly Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections recently.
Scott Drexel, one of the backers
of the popular vote compact, told
lawmakers, “The National Popular
Vote bill would guarantee the presidency to the candidate who receives
the most popular votes in all 50
states and the District of Columbia.
The short comings of the current
system of electing the president

My Point of View
(Continued from Page 1)
they should have left in plenty of
time, not wait until the last minute
and expect to take someone’s paid
seat.
And here is where the whole
thing went viral on the Internet; on
that same flight was a doctor from
Louisville, Kentucky who also
needed to be at the hospital where
most likely he had patients waiting
for him to go to work the next day.
Somehow they pinpointed this
doctor and airline personnel actually threatened the doctor, telling
him to vacate his seat and get off
the aircraft or they would call the
police on him.
And they did. Chicago police

officers — considered the most brutal in the nation — showed up and
dragged the doctor out of his seat,
all the way down the aisle to the
plane’s door, making him bruised
and bloodied, not realizing that we
are living in an era where there are
no secrets any more, and hundreds
of cell phones and other electronic
instruments were seen in the video
filming mode during the whole
merciless incident.
Police officers all over need to
be aware nowadays that if they can
tap phones at the Trump Tower and
the White House, the public can
also film them doing the wrong
thing with less sophisticated
equipment — but filming them

stem from state winner-take-all statutes, that is state laws that award
all electoral votes to the candidate
receiving the most popular votes in
each separate state. The winnertake-all rule has permitted five of
our 45 presidents to come into office without having won the most
popular votes nationwide.”
Popular vote advocate Saul
Anuzis argued before the committee that the current system results
in candidates concentrating their
campaigns in so-called battleground states instead of trying to
sway the most voters nationally.
In response, Assemblyman Ira
Hansen of Sparks noted that in 2016
Nevada was indeed a battleground
state. He pointed out Nevadans donated $6.7 million to presidential
campaigns, but those campaigns
spent $55 million in Nevada, net-

ting substantial revenues for state
media outlets and other businesses.
But Anuzis suggested that Nevada may be a fleeting battleground
state. It has supported Democrats
in the past three presidential elections and backed Bill Clinton twice
before siding with George W. Bush
twice.
Yes, Hillary Clinton won more
popular votes than Donald Trump,
but he won more state electors,
which is what the Founders envisioned. (Trump won the Electoral
College vote by 304 to 227. Clinton
won the popular vote by 2.9 million. She won California by 4 million votes. So Trump won the combined popular vote in the rest of the
nation.)
Former Nevada Sen. Harry
Reid has joined the fray, calling the
(See B 274, Page 4)

nevertheless.
Apparently they beat the good
Doctor unmercifully because according to several news items of the
video shown on several television
networks, the doctor came back but
appeared all bloodied. It looks like
a good lawsuit against United Airlines and the Chicago Police Department, but so far no one is talking and no one appears eager to say
anything; it is like everyone is saying “me no speaka de English” and
keeping everyone in suspense.
*****
And now as a reminder to all
those people registered to vote in
the city of Las Vegas in the June
general election, I would like to re-

mind them that they need to vote
for Bob Beers and Michelle Fiore
for their seats in the city council,
and for Cara Campbell for Municipal Court Judge. They are the best
candidates in the race and if anyone does not believe me, they can
go to the Internet and check them
out; none of them have a bad mark
or a bad rap on their record.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at 702-272-4634.
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Quote of the Week:

“When it comes to
human dignity, we
cannot make
compromises.”
—Angela Merkel
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President Trump took the right approach
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
While the 56th anniversary of
the failed CIA-supported invasion
of Bay of Pigs by a group of brave
Cuban patriots on April 17, 1961 is
almost upon us, the United States
is under some kind of attack for
following orders from President
Donald Trump to attack Syria after
the government of that country
killed 500,000 of its own citizens,
including children.
In the aftermath, some members
of the United States Congress questioned the president’s action and
stated that President Trump should
have waited for a Congressional
approval of the military operation,
giving the socialist members of the
United States Congress the opportunity to leak the information to
their allies in the mainstream socialist media, as was the case 56 years
ago with the operation of Cuban’s
invasion of the Bay of Pigs.
The Bay of Pigs Invasion was a
failed military invasion of Cuba

Chemical attack in Syria has ‘changed my attitude’: Donald Trump
undertaken by the CIA-sponsored United States after Castro’s takeparamilitary group, Brigade 2506, over) trained and funded by the
on 17 April 1961. A counter-revo- United States government’s Central
lutionary military (made up of Cu- Intelligence Agency (CIA), Brigade
ban exiles who traveled to the 2506 fronted the armed wing of the

By Thomas D. Williams, Ph.D.
Breitbart News
President Trump’s decision to
launch an airstrike against a Syrian
airbase thought to be the source of
Tuesday’s chemical weapons attack
drew widespread approval from
European leaders, who deemed the
assault proportionate and justified.
On Thursday, the United States
launched 59 Tomahawk missiles
from two aircraft carriers in the
Mediterranean Sea in response to
the massacre of more than 80 civilians, including 28 children, allegedly through the illegal use of
deadly sarin gas bombs. The target
was al-Shayrat military airfield near

Homs, believed to be the provenance of Tuesday’s nerve gas attack.
British Prime Minister Theresa
May said the action was an “appropriate response” to the “barbaric”
chemical weapons attack launched
by the Syrian regime.
UK Defense Secretary Michael
Fallon noted that the strike was a
United States operation, “but let me
emphasize again we fully support
it.”
“This strike was very limited to
one airfield, it was entirely appropriate, it’s designed to deter the regime from carrying out further
(See Syrian Strike, Page 7)

(Continued from Page 1)
committing more felony crimes
when and if they are released from
prison, and that their suddenly having a change of heart and becoming good American Citizens is
laughable.
It would not be a surprise that
when our leaders, especially sheriffs of each county in each State,
openly and proudly affirm that they
support “Sanctuary City” concepts
of protecting the identities of recently released Illegal Criminal
Convicted Aliens, there will be a
movement by advocacy groups to
set up funds to sue the entity or individuals that support these Illegal
Alien Criminals when — not if —
these criminals re-offend; but when
they re-offend with the same crime
for which they were incarcerated —
such as sex assault, child molestation, murder — these re-offenders

and the entity that supports their
integration back into our communities should be sued and monies
collected from the individuals that
set this tragedy into motion. No
qualified immunity would protect
these elected individuals.
Our very own Sheriff Joe
Lombardo has openly displayed his
displeasure toward the Federal Law
regarding the Federal Immigration
Laws as they stand and are on the
books. I personally believe he
(Lombardo) has committed political suicide in the up and coming
election in 2018 with his stand
against assisting our Federal
Government’s efforts to enforce
immigration laws. I wonder what
the real reason is?
Regardless of the fake polls published in the mainstream fake newspaper, the American public wants
these Illegal Criminal Convicted

Democratic Revolutionary Front
(DRF) and intended to overthrow
the increasingly communist government of Fidel Castro. Launched
from Guatemala and Nicaragua, the
invading force was defeated within
three days by the Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces, under the
direct command of Prime Minister
Fidel Castro.
The Bay of Pigs invasion began
when a CIA-financed and -trained
group of Cuban refugees landed in
Cuba and attempted to topple the
communist government of Fidel
Castro. The attack was an utter failure.
The mainstream media in the
United States were all over the Bay
of Pigs invasion and even published
news items announcing when the
brave Cuban patriotic group departed to Cuba, resulting in Fidel
Castro and his armed forces to be
waiting on the coast of Cuba for the
patriots.
And now, 56 years later, Senator Rand Paul comes out publicly

to criticize the actions of President
Donald Trump, believing that the
president should have waited for
Congress’s approval and another
failure like Bay of Pigs.
It is obvious that Senator Paul,
who brags on national television of
liking the President and admitted to
Judge Jeanine Pirro that he plays
golf with President Trump, knows
nothing about the Bay of Pigs invasion because he was not even
born during the Eisenhower and
Kennedy era; the Senator was born
only ten months and twenty days
before President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, Texas.
Senator Paul believes that the
liberal US Congress should have
been notified of the attack so they
could give their approval and notify the enemy as they did in the Bay
of Pigs attack, resulting in hundreds
of Cuban patriots losing their lives
and thousands being captured and
imprisoned in the communist prisons, including the late local attorney Waldo De Castroverde, who
was imprisoned for almost two
years in the communist prison of
Cuba for being part of the brave
men of the Bay of Pigs invasion.
The fact that the United States
alerted the Russian government was
risky enough, taking into consideration that Russia’s President
Vladimir Putin is an ally of Syria’s
president.
The President and those who
were involved in making the decision of attacking Syria should be
commended for the success of the
operation and the fact they were
able to keep the operation as secret
as possible.
It is now a fact that the United
States has a real president who
knows how to represent the country — and all those who are proud
to be called Americans — to the
best of his ability, for the best of
the country.

Hard choices need to be made
now, otherwise our country will
soon suffer irreparable damage
from which there is no return. Sanctuary City policies will only help
prolong the destruction of our country. Sanctuary City policies will
only continue the past eight years’
efforts, by the Obama Administration, to keep us all divided. We are
all still waiting for the prosecution
of the traitors that were revealed
and exposed, from the Obama Administration. This type of prosecution would definitely bring back
and help unite the American public, which we so desperately need.
Remember to Keep your Faith,
Keep your Gun, and they can Keep
their Change.
In God We Trust.

*****
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He was
a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against
LVMPD in 2011. Martines has appeared on “Face The Tribune” radio show several times and is currently the host of “Open Mic” on
Tuesdays and Thursday at 11:00
a.m. He contributes his opinions
and ideas to the Las Vegas Tribune
to keep the public informed and
help improve policing in Las Vegas.
Gordon Martines can be contacted
via email at coper71@hotmail.com.

World leaders praise U.S. strike on
Syria, “proportionate, appropriate”

From The Desk

AJ Maimbourg/Ed Klapproth, Co-Founders
Please join us in our national wave to bring God
back into our country! Our mission is to recruit State
leaders across the country to lead in vetting every
single federal, state, county and city candidate running
for office in 2016... We will then choose the ones we
at the Christian Crusade will endorse and publicize
nationally. We have allowed God to be removed far
too long now and it is time to pick up the “banner”
and bring Him back in a concentrated effort to restore
His word and code.
Please visit our website and review all the
categories. The volunteer section will allow you to do
just that, as well as we will post the State National
Directors in that section as we recruit them. The
website still has some construction to do, but, we are
nearly there.
If you have a desire to be a Contributor of articles,
please contact me and let me know.
www.thechristiancrusade.com
Also, please join our Facebook group
if you are on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
1634723793433487/
YOUR PRAYERS AND DONATIONS
ARE APPRECIATED!!!
CONTACT EMAIL: aj@thechristiancrusade.com

Aliens deported and out of our
country, period. Failure to assist the
Federal Government puts any and
all American Citizens at risk to be
victimized by parolees that are not
immediately deported as per Federal law.
In reality, which is now overwhelming, deportation is the one
and only answer left to this immigration problem and burden of a financial anchor that has been around
the taxpayer’s neck for decades.
This burden, along with our open
borders and the reluctance of our
leaders’ to support our Federal Immigration Laws, creates a revolving door that supports drug cartels,
kidnappers, and their soldiers to
continue to ply their trade, all with
impunity, inside our borders.
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The ‘Wild Horse Lawsuit’ dismissal
outcome is in the eye of the beholder
By Thomas Mitchell
The lede on the AP story about
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rejecting a lawsuit intended
to force the federal agencies in Nevada to actually do their jobs and
reduce the wild horse overpopulation reads:
“Wild horse advocates in Nevada scored a victory Monday in an
ongoing legal battle with rural interests they say want to round up
federally protected mustangs across
the West and sell them for slaughter.”
The lede could just as easily
have reported that Nevada ranchers had the value of their grazing
rights unconstitutionally taken due
to a hair-splitting technicality, a sort
of Catch-22. The suit from the Nevada Association of Counties, the
Nevada Farm Bureau Federation
and others asked the courts to requiring federal agencies to follow
the wild horse and burro law, because its failure to do so is starving
the very wild horses the law was
intended to protect, as well as dam-

Walters

Stallions fighting
aging range land used for grazing dismissing NACO’s APA (Adminand taking private water rights. (9th istrative Procedure Act) claims.
Federal courts lack jurisdiction over
Circuit wild horse opinion)
Just as a Nevada federal judge an APA claim that “does not chalhad ruled, the 9th Circuit said the lenge final agency action.” ...Here,
plaintiffs failed to cite a “final ac- NACO has failed to identify a spetion” by the land agencies that could cific final agency action... or discrete action unlawfully withheld...
be challenged:
The district court did not err in that allegedly harmed it. Instead,
NACO seeks judicial oversight and
direction of virtually the entire federal wild horse and burro manage-

ment program... in Nevada. This
sort of programmatic challenge is
foreclosed under the APA.
That is because there is never a
“final agency action.” Everything
is fluid, flexible, changeable, appealable. What the Bureau of Land
Bureau of Land Management and
the Forest Service do is deny and
delay.
It is not entirely the land agencies fault. They are aided and abetted by Congress.
The Wild Free-Roaming Horse
and Burro Act of 1971, which
NACO and others say is being ignored, specially says, “The Secretary (of Interior) shall cause additional excess wild free roaming
horses and burros for which an
adoption demand by qualified individuals does not exist to be destroyed in the most humane and cost
efficient manner possible.”
But the federal budget every
year since 2009, has stated, “Appropriations herein made shall not
be available for the destruction of
healthy, unadopted, wild horses and
burros in the care of the Bureau or
its contractors or for the sale of wild
horses and burros that results in

their destruction for processing into
commercial products.”
The BLM itself reported in September that the population population of free ranging wild horses and
burros was 67,000, even thought the
range could sustain a population of
no more than 26,700 animals,
which means that there insufficient
grazing for the horses as well as
cattle and sheep.
The AP story quoted two different horse-bugging groups but could
not find any ranches to quote.
Nick Lawton, a lawyer for one
of the horse lovers was quoted as
saying, “We’re pleased that the
courts continue to dismiss attempts
by these grazing interests to use the
judicial system to rewrite federal
law that Congress designed to protect wild horses from capture, not
to favor the livestock industry.”
The original lawsuit pointed out,
“Free-roaming horse and burro
herds in Nevada are frequently observed to be in malnourished condition, with the ribs and skeletal
features of individual animals woefully on view and other signs of illhealth readily observable.”
Now, who is being humane?

(Continued from Page 2)
Electoral College undemocratic.
“I believe that focusing on the
Electoral College is important no
matter how you do it, because
what’s happened this decade, these
last several elections, where we
have clearly two elections, the Gore
election and this election. In this
election Hillary Clinton will wind
up getting almost 3 million votes
more than Trump. It’s time the sys-

tem goes away. It is very undemocratic,” Reid said in an interview.
Pay no attention to the fact Reid
served in the Senate for 30 years,
where each state gets two votes no
matter the size of its population.
Most undemocratic.
The Founders established the
nation on a federalist system, not a
democracy. Certain enumerated
powers were assigned the federal
government while the rest were re-

served to the states and the people.
That is why they created the Senate and — until 1913’s 17th
Amendment — had state Legislatures pick their senators. That is
why the Electoral College gives
added weight to smaller states.
If Nevada wishes to assure
greater attention and provide a
chance for candidates to win votes
here, we could adopt a system like
that in Maine and Nebraska.

(Continued from Page 1)
past three decades had suspected him of everything from illegal bookmaking to money laundering, could never seem to bust him out.” Until
Friday, when a jury convicted him in an insider trading deal that netted
him $43 million.
Smith has been keeping an eye on Walters for years and in 2011 got a
chuckle and a newspaper column out of a “60 Minutes” swooning interview with the smooth-talking Kentucky-born gambler and huckster.
Of course, the columnist took the opportunity to tell the story that “60
Minutes”missed:
Walters was a founding member of the infamous and feared “Computer Group,” the breakthrough collective of gamblers, handicappers and
investors who processed the day’s sports schedule at such a high level
they consistently produced better odds than those on the wall of your
local sports book. The Computer Group banked millions, and the bookies
took a beating. The Computer Group spawned a generation of imitators,
some of whom pounded the sports books to pieces.
But the FBI and Metro were watching, and indictments followed. A
trial came later, and Computer Group lawyers mopped the floor with the
feds. The FBI and U.S. attorney’s office were so embarrassed they put
gambling cases on the back burner of their list of prosecutorial priorities.
Walters & Co. seemed to have the opposite effect on Nevada gaming
regulation. The sports book industry was so routed it sought protection
against Walters from the Gaming Control Board. That led to big rule
changes, but Walters managed to adjust.
One of my favorite Walters stories is the time he scored an uncanny,
and statistically improbable, winning record at roulette at the Golden
Nugget. Casino bosses were sure he had to be cheating. So they had the
wheel analyzed by engineers, who found nothing wrong with it. And the
legend of Billy Walters grew.
Some of Walters’ biggest scores have come in the chambers of local
government. His golf course land proposals at the city and county were
tailored like Sinatra’s suits to fit his needs. The fact the public didn’t get
the best of it rarely crossed the minds of mesmerized members of the City
Council and County Commission.
I could go on, but you get the idea. Daffy souls who hoped to see
Walters embarrassed or exposed on television surely were disappointed.
They should have known better.
Billy Walters always gets the best of it, and his “60 Minutes” valentine
is just another example.
One of those tailored deals was the lease of land from McCarran International Airport for Walters’ Bali Hai Golf Club for 10 years without
paying a dime in rent. McCarran was to receive 40 percent of the course’s
net profit, but there was no profit because Walters paid his own company
a management fee of $6 million.
Walters, 70, now goes from being worth $500 million, the owner of
seven homes and a $20 million jet, to facing a cramped jail cell.
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Proposal law would call for keeping majority
of Nevada land under communal ownership
By Thomas Mitchell
Some people have a really
strange concept of “democracy,”
and that says a lot about some of
the people elected to the Nevada
Legislature.
Also, if you thought changing
Columbus Day to Indigenous
Peoples Day as a silly waste of time
and paper, wait till you take a gander at Senate Bill 413.
SB413 proposes to designate the
last Saturday in September each
year as Public Lands Day in Nevada
and require the governor to issue a
proclamation encouraging the observance of said Public Lands Day.
The resolution accompanying
the change in law is a paean to
Nevada’s wide open spaces largely
controlled by federal bureaucracies
headquartered in the Kremlin on the
Potomac:
WHEREAS, More than 80 percent of the public lands in this State
are owned by the people of the
United States and are managed and
controlled by various federal agencies for the benefit of all persons
living in the United States; and
WHEREAS, The federal public
lands in this State include national
parks, forests, wildlife refuges,
monuments, wilderness areas and
public lands managed and controlled by the Bureau of Land Management, the United States Forest
Service, the National Park Service
and other federal agencies; and
WHEREAS, All public lands
located in this State feature a diverse range of landscapes, deserted
mining towns where riches were
made and lost, lush oases which

Gold Butte is part of the 1 million acres of Nevada that Obama designated as national monuments in his final year in office.
The resolution then goes on to
Pay no heed to the fact that a communal ownership are all urban
stand in sharp contrast to surrounding barren lands, isolated ranches oppose any effort to release even a report from the Nevada Public Land Democrats, save one turncoat indethat are sometimes the size of small single square foot of that commu- Management Task Force, which pendent. Where would these lawcountries and trees which are thou- nally owned land to the state or pri- was created by the Nevada Legis- makers be living right now if the
vate ownership:
lature, found that the BLM loses 91 federal government had not sold off
sands of years old; and
WHEREAS, Efforts to transfer cents an acre on the land it controls, a few thousand acres of that fedWHEREAS, The public lands in
this State reflect many noble demo- the federal public lands in this State but in the four states that have pub- eral public land over the past decratic ideals because they are open from the people of the United States lic trust land revenues amounted to cades so those urban areas could
and accessible to all persons, re- into state or private control are con- $28.59 per acre. The report esti- grow, adding homes, schools, busigardless of whether those persons trary to the democratic values of the mated that Nevada could net $114 nesses, parks, roads? Now they
United States and jeopardize activi- million by taking over just 4 mil- want to close the door on those ruare rich or poor; and...
Noble democratic ideals? Com- ties such as hiking, camping, hunt- lion acres of the BLM’s 48 million ral communities that would like to
munal ownership of vast swaths of ing, fishing and off-road pursuits; acres. Taking over all 48 million annex a few acres for homes and
acres could net the state more than businesses, providing opportunities
land lying fallow and largely unpro- and...
So, there would be no more rec- $1.5 billion — nearly half the an- for their next generations.
ductive is democratic? And it is acWhen everybody owns sometually closer to 85 or even 87 per- reational opportunities if the feds nual general fund budget.
It is striking that the sponsors of thing, nobody owns it, and it gets
cent of Nevada that is federally con- only controlled, say, 70 percent of
the state?
this praise for and observance of neglected.
trolled.

(Continued from Page 1)
In Texas, Gov. Greg Abbott (R)
has withheld millions of dollars in
grants to Austin’s Travis County.
State Sen. Charles Perry (R), who
has sponsored one of the 23 bills
dealing with sanctuary city legislation, said state grants make up a
substantial portion of many city and
county budgets, which means local
officials pay attention when a state
moves to block those funds.
“The only way you can get a
jurisdiction’s attention is if you
withhold the money,” Perry said.
“We have several jurisdictions in
Texas that, either implicit or explicit, have become sanctuary cities.”
Virginia legislators passed a ban
on sanctuary cities earlier this year,
though Gov. Terry McAuliffe (D)
vetoed that measure. Gov. Tom
Wolf (D) is likely to do the same to
Reschenthaler’s bill in Pennsylvania if it passes the state House.
Republican legislators are taking
cues from Attorney General Jeff
Sessions, who has said the Justice
Department may hold back federal
grant money from cities that do not
comply with ICE detainer requests.
President Trump signed an executive order early in his tenure that
sought to force localities to comply with the federal requests.
“The Department of Justice will
require jurisdictions seeking or applying for Department grants to
certify compliance” with the section
of federal law that requires cities to
cooperate, Sessions said last week.
“[F]ailure to remedy violations
could result in withholding of

grants, termination of grants, and
disbarment or ineligibility for future
grants.”
City officials have voiced concern over the lack of legal clarity.
Officials in sanctuary jurisdictions
say only the federal government can
enforce federal immigration law,
and that conscripting local law enforcement officials for those efforts
— a practice known legally as commandeering — is unconstitutional.
“It’s invading our sovereignty.
It’s trying to commandeer local resources to apply federal law,” Seattle City Attorney Pete Holmes
told The Hill. “The federal government doesn’t have the right to commandeer, to say we’re going to conscript [Seattle Police Department]
officers to enforce federal immigration laws.”
Holmes’s office filed suit in federal court last week seeking to compel the Justice Department to say
whether the city is in compliance
with federal law. Seattle does not
operate a jail, which means its law
enforcement officers would not receive detainer requests, even
though the city considers itself a
sanctuary.
“It’s completely anathema to say
all of your federal funding is at risk
because you’ve labeled yourself a
sanctuary city,” Seattle City Attorney Pete Holmes said in an interview. “When we receive funds, we
are either authorized to receive
them under some federal enactment
or via a contract with the federal
government. To add new conditions
is either legislating or rewriting the
contract.”

Santuary Cities

Other jurisdictions are forging
ahead with plans to protect undocumented immigrants. This week, the
cities of Lansing and Ann Arbor,
Mich., both voted to prohibit their
police departments from asking
about someone’s immigration status. Maryland is considering becoming a sanctuary state.
The California Senate advanced
a measure that would block state
law enforcement officials from acting in concert with federal immigration authorities. The Assembly
is likely to pass the bill in coming
weeks, one leadership source told
The Hill.
“Our precious local law enforcement resources will be squandered
if police are pulled from their duties to arrest otherwise law-abiding
maids, busboys, laborers, mothers
and fathers,” California Senate
President Kevin de León (D) said
Monday.
Those who advocate for bans on
sanctuary jurisdictions say many of
the new bills advancing through
legislatures this year specifically
target colleges that refuse to ask
their students about immigration
status.
Sarah Rehberg, director of state
and local issues at the Federation
for American Immigration Reform,
said many of the bills would require
colleges and universities to allow
ICE officers on campus or risk their
state funding. At least 25 bills in
state legislatures would force campuses to allow access to ICE agents.
The clash between states seeking to impose their will and the cities that want to harbor undocu-

mented immigrants is likely to head
to court in many jurisdictions. Civil
rights groups believe they will have
the upper hand in at least some
cases.
“There is a whole body of case
law that, among other things, establishes that the federal government
can’t force or require states and localities to become appendages of
the federal government’s own regulatory goal,” said Cody Wofsy, a

staff attorney with the ACLU’s Immigrants Rights Project in San
Francisco.
But sanctuary city opponents
have already seen some jurisdictions back down in the face of
threats over lost funding. In recent
months, Miami-Dade County and
Dayton, Ohio, have both reversed
sanctuary policies and said they will
comply with federal detainer requests.
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Trump seeks momentum after Syria strike, Supreme Court win
By Jordan Fabian
The Hill
The White House is seeking to
parlay a successful Supreme Court
nomination and military strike
against Syria into some badly
needed momentum for President
Trump.
Trump won some of his best
press coverage in office for last
week’s missile strike against Syria
and Neil Gorsuch’s confirmation as
a high court justice.
While questions remain about
Trump’s overall strategy in Syria,
criticism from Senate Minority
Leader Charles Schumer (N.Y.) and
other Democrats has been muted.
Gorsuch’s success, meanwhile,
have given Trump the kind of
legacy-burnishing accomplishment
any Republican president would
covet: saving the late Justice
Antonin Scalia’s seat for conservatives.
Trump talked up the accomplishment Monday during the swearingin ceremony for Gorsuch at the
White House.
“I’ve always heard that the most
important thing that a president of
the United States does is appoint
people — hopefully great people
like this appointment — to the
United States Supreme Court,”
Trump said in the Rose Garden.
“And I got it done in the first 100
days — that’s even nice. You think
that’s easy?”
The question now is whether

Trump and the White House can
build on the positive news.
The president found himself at
a similar juncture six weeks ago
when he delivered a well-received
joint address to Congress.
But that momentum was quickly
halted by a report that Attorney
General Jeff Sessions failed to disclose meetings with the Russian
ambassador during testimony under
oath despite being asked directly
about such contacts.
Clearly frustrated by the turn of
events, Trump a few days later
falsely accused former President
Obama of wiretapping Trump
Tower during the 2016 campaign,
creating a new firestorm that consumed his White House for weeks.
“He now knows what a good
week feels like. And my guess is

(Continued from Page 1)
inability to reach the votes necessary to raise campaign funds would
negate his being able to keep her as
a client.
Judge Heidi Almase, the incumbent judge in Municipal Court Department 3, drew opposition when
very popular and well-liked Clark
County District Attorney Deputy
Chief Cara Campbell joined the judicial race against the one-time jurist.
The popularity of judicial candidate Cara Campbell and the experience she brings to the table in
this Municipal judicial election was
proven when not even the bully
practices of campaign manager
Dave Thomas gave her the votes
needed or the ability to raise campaign funds needed to keep the race
in place.
Either Judge Almase is really an
inept judiciary or what the Las Vegas Tribune has been predicting for
a long time — that David Thomas
is losing popularity, along with his
self-proclaimed “judge-maker” label, is proving to be true.
The newspaper has contended
that the only reason David Thomas
is holding onto that self-proclaimed
title of “judge maker” is because of
his bully attitude and strongarm tactics that he uses to gain control of
those judges in the Clark County
judicial system.
One judge told the Las Vegas
Tribune, “If I don’t hire David he
will find someone to run against
me.” Another candidate told the
newspaper, “I wanted to be a judge
so bad that I borrowed the money
to pay Dave Thomas,” proving
what the newspaper has always
maintained — that David Thomas
is only interested in the money and
not in choosing the best judicial
candidates for the Clark County
judicial system.

David Thomas — husband of
Eighth Judicial District Court Judge
Nancy Allf, a Nevada attorney who
voluntarily has not practiced law in
a very long time due to her
husband’s profitable campaign
management business, along with
his now profitable ownership of a
marijuana cultivation business —
was the campaign manager for
Municipal Court candidate Crystal
Eller, who was placed by Thomas
to run against Chief Judge Cedric
Kerns, who was the winner in last
week’s primary Municipal election.
Most likely Thomas assumed
that it did not matter who he
“placed” to run against Chief Judge
Kerns because as soon as the word
got out that he represented Eller, she
would become the winner in the
primary election held last April 4;
but we all know what happens when
one assumes, and in this race, David
Thomas became the assuming subject.
During an appearance on the
popular Kevin Wall radio show, the
number one morning radio show,
the Las Vegas Tribune’s Founder
and Publisher expressed his satisfaction with the election results and
with how good it was that the Las
Vegas electoral constituents started
making their own judgments instead of listening to the mainstream
media and the paid spokespersons
who always try to create an interest
in their candidate within the community; and out of respect to the
radio station and the radio show’s
host who invited him to make an
appearance on the show, he did not
mention anyone by name.
There is only one conclusion
coming out of last week’s primary
election and it is simple: no money,
no David Thomas, and he doesn’t
care because he may opt to drive
out to the state penitentiary and pick
up a candidate for judge.

Almase

he is going to want more good
weeks like this,” said Republican
strategist Matt Mackowiak.
“The question is: is he going to
stay disciplined enough going forward?” he added. “Not to chase
every rabbit but stay focused on the
issues that matters to the public.
Can he play the long game?”
The Syria strikes, the Gorsuch
confirmation and Trump’s successful meeting with Chinese President
Xi Jinping appear to have lifted the
mood at the White House.
But Trump and his aides now
face the difficult task of reviving the
stalled legislative agenda.
The failure to advance the Republican healthcare plan in the
House virtually ensured the president will end his first 100 days in
office without a signature legislative achievement, aside from reversing a raft of Obama-era regulations.
Top White House officials have
worked behind the scenes in the

past few weeks to push forward on
healthcare, but just a handful of
working days remain for Congress
after the two-week Easter recess.
Those days will be consumed
with passing a spending bill to keep
the government running past the
April 28 funding deadline. The
president will mark his 100th day
in office two days later.
The White House is also looking to formulate a tax reform plan
that can pass Congress, which is an
arguably an even tougher task than
repealing
and
replacing
ObamaCare.
White House press secretary
Sean Spicer on Monday denied reports that Trump is abandoning his
tax proposal from the campaign.
But conceded changes will likely
being made, saying the plan will
serve as the “backbone” of what the
White House eventually puts forward.
Trump and his Cabinet secretaries are expected to use a strategy
session with CEOs on Tuesday to
discuss that and other pressing
agenda items.
There are also signs Trump is
trying to put an end to the feuding
between senior staff members that
has made it difficult to govern.
Chief of staff Reince Priebus
reportedly convened a sit-down last
Friday between chief counselor
Stephen Bannon and senior adviser
Jared Kushner, where the two men
sought to work out their differences
and agree on a direction for the administration.
The meeting at Trump’s Mar-aLago resort in Palm Beach, Fla.,
came amid reports that the president

was considering a major staff
shakeup, with the positions of both
Bannon and Priebus in danger.
Spicer on Monday dismissed
those reports as “overblown” but
indicated the president is tired of
hearing about infighting in the media.
“Our battles and our policy differences need to be behind closed
doors,” the spokesman said. “We
need to focus and ultimately all
come out committed to his agenda.”
While the aides appear to have
reached a detente, it’s unclear how
long it will last. Bannon and
Kushner were allies during the campaign, but they have recently voiced
differing views on the direction of
the administration. Kushner, who is
Trump’s son-in-law, has espoused
a more moderate approach on key
issues, while Bannon has been outspoken about his self-described
agenda of “economic nationalism.”
Even if the White House is able
to quell its infighting, the jury is still
out on how big of a boost Trump
will get from last week’s events.
A CBS News poll showed 57
percent of Americans approved of
the president’s decision to launch
cruise missiles at Syria, while his
approval rating ticked up to 43 percent.
But a majority of Americans said
they are still “uneasy” about
Trump’s approach to Syria, and 69
percent say he must seek congressional approval if he wants to
launch another strike.
Trump received no movement in
his approval rating in Gallup’s daily
tracking poll, which remained at 40
percent on Monday.
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Newspaper’s right hand ignores its left hand
By Thomas Mitchell
After Sunday’s big splash in
which the Las Vegas newspaper
delved into the “lavish” spending
of the city’s tourism agency — an
agency the paper’s owner has been
battling for years — the paper followed up today with queries to lawmakers in Carson City about that
story.
The right hand apparently not
did not know what the left hand was
doing.
The front page story — over the
headline “GOP legislators remain
silent on LVCVA spending” —
quoted one Republican lawmaker
as saying of the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority’s spending: “this is not in our wheelhouse.
We have no authority over this, and
it’s not part of our caucus priorities.”

Syrian Strike
(Continued from Page 3)
chemical weapons attacks,” he said.
Similar remarks came from the
European continent.
“President Assad bears sole responsibility for this development,”
declared German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President
François Hollande in a joint statement Friday. “His repeated use of
chemical weapons and his crimes
against his own population had to
be sanctioned.”
German Foreign Minister
Sigmar Gabriel called the attack
“understandable” after the failure of
the Security Council to come together in chastising Syria.
“The action Trump ordered tonight was a response to a war
crime,” said Italian Prime Minister,
Paolo Gentiloni, “a war crime under the responsibility of Bashar Al
Assad.”
“Italy understands the reasons
for U.S. military action proportionate in time and manner,” said Italian Foreign Minister Angelino
Alfano, “in response to an unacceptable sense of impunity and as a
deterrent signal to the threat of fur-

Gorsuch

(Continued from Page 1)
Kennedy said the oath Gorsuch
took “reminds us that we as a people
are bound together, that we as a
people find our self-definition, our
respect, our heritage and our destiny in the Constitution.”
Gorsuch’s wife, Louise, and two
teenage daughters were present for
the swearing-in ceremony.
Gorsuch, 49, was a member of
the Colorado-based 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. He is filling
the late Justice Antonin Scalia’s
seat, which has been vacant for
more than a year after Republicans
refused to hold a hearing or vote on
former President Barack Obama’s
nominee, Merrick Garland.
The Senate confirmed Gorsuch
last week after Republicans
changed chamber rules to block the
minority party from being able to
filibuster. With Gorsuch, the court
now returns to a body of nine, with
the majority of justices appointed
by Republican presidents.
Trump boasted that he was able
to get Gorsuch confirmed in his first
100 days in office.
“I’ve always heard the most important thing a president of the
United States does is appoint
people, hopefully great people like
this appointment, to the United
States Supreme Court, and I can say
this is a great appointment and I got

Assemblywoman Brittney Miller tells an Assembly committee about her bill
to create an office of inspector general to investigate waste and fraud.
That story quoted another lawmaker as saying the Legislature
ther uses of chemical weapons by maintaining global order and work- doesn’t have the authority to overAssad, following those already es- ing with its allies at a time when see the agency.
It also quoted Republican Gov.
tablished by the UN.”
“the threat from weapons of mass
Brian
Sandoval, who washed his
Elsewhere, Trump received sup- destruction is also growing more
hands
of it, “All LVCVA goverport from Israeli Prime Minister serious in East Asia.”
nance
and
budgetary issues are exBenjamin Netanyahu, who Friday
Russia predictably denounced
clusively
within
the jurisdiction and
said the strike sent a “strong and the strike as an “act of aggression
clear” message that the use of
chemical weapons will not be tolerated.
“Israel fully supports President
Trump’s decision and hopes that
this message of resolve in the face
of the Assad regime’s horrific actions will resonate not only in Damascus, but in Tehran, Pyongyang
and elsewhere,” Netanyahu said.
Australian Prime Minister,
Malcolm Turnbull said his government fully supported the strike,
called the move a “swift and just
response.”
“This was a proportionate response by the United States. It is
not designed to overthrow the
Assad regime,” he said.
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe offered his full support for the
U.S. strike, and noted that Japan
“highly appreciates” the Trump
administration’s commitment to

against a UN member,” warning
that the move could end cooperation between the Russian and US
military branches.
“Russia will demand an urgent
UN Security Council meeting after
the US airstrike on Syrian aviation
base. This is an act of aggression
against a UN member,” the Kremlin stated, adding that it was an act
of “aggression against a sovereign
state in violation of international
law.”
Iran, too, “strongly condemned
the US strike” and suggested that
the action would lead to increased
terror activity.
“Iran strongly condemns any
such unilateral strikes,” said foreign
ministry spokesman Bahram
Qasemi. “Such measures will
strengthen terrorists in Syria... and
will complicate the situation in
Syria and the region.”

it done in the first 100 days,” he
said. “You think that’s easy?”
“I have no doubt you will go
down as one of the truly great justices in the history of the Supreme
Court,” he later added.
Conservatives have hailed
Gorsuch for his often strict interpretation of the Constitution, which
largely falls in line with the man he
will be replacing.
Trump recognized Scalia’s wife,
Maureen, who was also present for
Monday’s ceremony at the White
House. The president added that
Americans are “blessed” to have
Gorsuch, who, like his predecessor,
is “a man who will likewise be a
devoted servant of the law.”
“He will decide cases based not
on his personal preferences, but
based on a fair and objective reading of the law,” he said.

Gorsuch, however, frustrated
Democrats and liberal groups over
four days of confirmation hearings
for refusing to share his views on
even the most widely accepted Supreme Court rulings, such as Loving v. Virginia, which made interracial marriage legal nationwide.
Gorsuch on Monday thanked the
president, his family, White House
staff, former colleagues and law
clerks, and his friends for their support.
In addressing the American
people, he said he is humbled by
the trust that’s been bestowed on
him.
“I will never forget that to whom
much is given, much is expected,”
he said. “And I promise that I will
do all my powers permit to be a
faithful servant of the Constitution
and laws of this great nation.”

An outreach
program to help
the homeless to
help themselves.
CHAPLAINSTEVENSTJOHN.COM

Crack Down
(Continued from Page 1)
planned to say “where we first
take our stand against this filth,”
a line that quickly made the
rounds on social media. It is not
uncommon for Sessions to not
stick exactly to his speeches as
written.
“In this fight, I am here to tell
you, the brave men and women
of the Customs and Border Protection: We hear you. We hear
your concerns. We have your
back. Under the president’s leadership and guided by his executive orders, we will secure this
border and bring the full weight
of both the immigration courts
and the federal enforcement and
prosecutor to combat this attack
on our national security and our
sovereignty,” he said.
“We will deploy a multifaceted
approach. We are going to interdict your drugs on the way into
this country, your money on the
way out, and investigate and prosecute your trafficking networks to
the fullest extent of the law.”

control of the Board and are subject to Board review, decision and
comment.”
All without bothering to mention
or refer to another story in the same
paper a couple pages inside.
That story is about a bill that
would create an inspector general’s
office to investigate spending by all
agencies that spending tax money,
such as cities, counties, school district and, just maybe, tourism agencies.
The inside story even mentions
the previous Sunday’s report about
the LVCVA “spending on wine,
fancy meals and other perks.”
Assembly Bill 404, sponsored
by Democratic Assemblywoman
Brittney Miller of Las Vegas, would
create the office of inspector general, who would be appointed to a
four-year term by the governor, and
investigate “fraud and waste with
respect to the use of public money.”
You’d think the paper would find
room in the front page story to tout
the effectiveness of its investigation
to lead to a potential remedy. Or at
least rub the bill in the faces of those
shrugging off the matter.

Sessions in the speech said he
directed federal prosecutors to
“consider for prosecution” offenses including the transferring
or harboring of undocumented
immigrants and assaulting a law
enforcement officer. Other offenses included in the directive
for prosecution are document
fraud and aggravated identity
theft.
Sessions also said undocumented immigrants who enter the
country illegally after previously
being removed will be “referred
for felony prosecution.”
The attorney general said the
department would focus on securing the border, dismantling drug
cartels and prosecuting criminal
undocumented workers.
“We will deploy a multifaceted approach in these efforts: We
are going to interdict your drugs
on the way in, your money on the
way out, and investigate and prosecute your trafficking networks to
the fullest extent of the law,” he
said.
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U.S. determines Russia knew of
chemical attack in Syria beforehand
By Mallory Shelbourne
The Hill
The United States has determined that Russia knew about last
week’s chemical attack on a town
in Syria beforehand, The Associated Press reported on Monday.
A senior U.S. official told the
news outlet that the presence of a
drone, controlled by Russia, over
the hospital where victims were
being treated following the attack
was not a coincidence.
The hospital was bombed several hours later. The plane used for
the bombing was made by Russia,
though it is not clear who was responsible for the strike.
“We don’t have positive accountability yet, but the fact that
somebody would strike the hospital potentially to hide the evidence
of a chemical attack, about five
hours after, is a question that we’re
very interested in,” a senior official
said during a background briefing

on Friday.
The United States has blamed

the chemical attack, launched on a
town in Syria’s Idlib province, on

the administration of President
Bashar Assad, which has been en-

tangled in a civil war fighting opposition groups ranging from moderate rebels to U.S.-designated terrorist organizations since 2011.
Russia has been providing political and military support to the
regime since the beginning of the
civil war and in 2015 intervened
directly, providing air support and
special forces to reverse gains by
rebel groups fighting Assad.
President Trump last week ordered the U.S. military to launch a
missile strike on the airfield believed to be the launching point of
the chemical weapons that killed at
least 70 civilians.
The Pentagon on Friday said it
would investigate any potential
Russian collusion in the chemical
attack. “We have no knowledge of
Russian involvement in this attack,
but we will investigate any information that might lead us in that direction,” the senior official said Friday. “We’re not done.”

the Assad loyalists.
Bombing a single airfield won’t
do much to hurt Assad’s military capabilities, however, and the government has already launched jets from
the site since the attack.
But supporters of the strike say
it was meant to deter Assad from
carrying out future chemical attacks.
The strike has raised questions
about President Trump’s broader
Syria strategy and whether he will
pursue regime change.
In Monday’s interview, Ford

said he does not think the United
States has the capacity for regime
change because of Russia and Iran’s
support for Assad.
“What we would like to see is a
negotiation between all the different sides to come up with a new
government,” said Ford, who
served as ambassador to Syria from
2011 to 2014.
Ford said the U.S. needs some
sort of leverage for negotiations.
Asked whether that meant the use
of force, Ford said it meant “some
(More Attacks, Page 9)

Former US ambassador to Syria predicts more chemical attacks
By Rebecca Kheel
The Hill
The last person to serve as U.S.
ambassador to Syria predicts that
Syrian President Bashar Assad will
try to use chemical weapons again
despite the U.S. military strike
against last week.
“I think the strikes that we did
last week on that airbase were very
good,” Robert Ford said on “CBS
This Morning.” “It’s time to try to
deter Assad from using chemical
weapons, so I think that’s a good
step. But it’s only a step. Assad will
almost certainly try to use chemical weapons again, and so I think it
will be hard to convince the Russians to lean on Assad to stop using
chemical weapons.”
American forces fired 59 Tomahawk missiles at a Syrian airfield

last week, the first time the U.S.
military has directly intervened in
the Syrian civil war by attacking
Assad’s forces. The bombing was
in response to a chemical attack that
killed more than 80 civilians that
U.S. officials say was carried about

White House: Russia trying
to ‘cover up’ the gas attack
By Jordan Fabian
The Hill
The White House on Tuesday
released an intelligence assessment
saying it is “confident” that Syrian
President Bashar Assad used sarin
gas in a chemical attack on his
people earlier this month.
The four-page, declassified report is meant to push back on what
it called Russian efforts to spread
“disinformation” about the origins
of the attack in order to cover up
the involvement of Assad,
Moscow’s closest ally in the region.
“It’s clear the Russians are trying to cover up what happened
there,” a senior White House official said.
The White House did not say
whether it believes Russia had prior

knowledge of the chemical strike,
yet questioned how its government
could have not known.
“How is it possible that their
forces were co-located with the
Syrian forces that planned, prepared
and carried out this chemical weapons attack at the same installation
and did not have foreknowledge?”
another senior White House official
told reporters.
The April 4 attack in a rebel-held
area of Syria killed close to 90
people, including dozens of children, and prompted President
Trump to retaliate by launching
cruise missies at the base where the
attack originated.
The report offered up evidence
to rebut claims from Russians and
(See Cover Up, Page 9)
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Dems want Trump’s Syria strategy Trump to Congress: Syria
By Mike Lillis
The Hill
House Democrats are pressing the Trump administration to provide a strategy to Congress on the
conflict in Syria following last week’s missile strike.
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.)
and other Democratic leaders backed the missile
strike on a Syrian airfield, which Trump initiated
as a direct response to a deadly chemical attack on
civilians days before.
Democrats are also warning that they’ll withhold
their support for future military actions unless the
administration gets Congress’s stamp of approval.
“On Syria, the two main points are clear: President Trump must come to Congress before taking
any further military action against the Assad regime
and he must put forward a comprehensive strategy
to resolve the crisis in Syria,” Pelosi said in a letter
to Democrats after a conference call on the topic
Tuesday.
Rep. Eliot Engel (N.Y.), the senior Democrat on
the Foreign Affairs Committee, drilled down on the
point.
“It’s his obligation to come forward with a strategy, and short of that, I certainly will not support
any further strikes or any kind of military moves
until the president involves Congress [and] until we
can give him the authorization,” Engel said by phone
after the caucus discussion.
The minority Democrats are powerless when it
comes both to forcing Trump’s hand and bringing
an authorization for the use of military force
(AUMF) to a vote in the Republican-controlled
chamber.
But encouraged by recent polls, they’re hoping
to bring the issue to the forefront of congressional
debate, all but daring GOP leaders to punt on the
thorny constitutional topic of who pulls the levers
on matters of war and peace.
“If they don’t agree, then it’s up to us to point
out what they’ve done,” Engel said. “They would
once again be diminishing the role of Congress.”
Tuesday’s conference call, announced by Pelosi
in a “Dear Colleague” letter sent late Monday night,
was designed to gauge Democratic concerns over
the strikes and get party lawmakers on the same
page ahead of that debate.
Trump’s foray into Syria Thursday has reignited
a question that’s hung over the Pentagon’s involvement in the Middle East for years: How much power
does the president have to use military force without Congress’s explicit approval?
After 9/11, in the name of fighting terrorism,
Congress approved a pair of AUMFs. But roughly
15 years later the Democrats are amplifying their

More Attacks

strike was in ‘vital national
security interest’ of U.S.

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.)
warnings that those measures are outdated and no
longer cover the expanded fight against the Islamic
State (ISIS), which has shifted to war-torn Syria.
“The 2001 AUMF which they’re operating under
applies to al Qaeda and it’s been stretched to apply to
ISIS... But [it] does not apply to Syria, it does not
apply to [Bashar] Assad,” Engel said, referring to the
Syrian president. “It’s really apples and oranges.”
Pelosi has urged Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) to
launch an immediate debate over an updated AUMF
by reconvening the House, which is in the midst of a
two-week recess. Ryan has refused, but Pelosi’s focus on the issue early this week is an indication that
the Democrats intend to put the constitutional separation-of-powers debate front and center when the recess ends.
“When Congress returns, we must be ready to do
our duty to honor our constitutional responsibility as
we debate the use or not of force,” Pelosi wrote Monday night in a note to House Democrats.
To be sure, there are some divisions within the party
over the recent missile strike. Most Democrats, like
Pelosi and Engel, have supported Trump’s decision
as an appropriate response to the chemical attacks. A
second group of anti-war liberals has condemned the
strikes as unconstitutional because the president didn’t
get Congress’s approval beforehand. And Rep. Tulsi
Gabbard (D-Hawaii), an Iraq War veteran, has denounced the offensive for a lack of evidence that Assad
was behind the chemical attack.
“There is a reason our Constitution gives Congress
the power to declare war: We should be shown the
evidence and given the opportunity to debate the strategy and sacrifice expected,” Gabbard told The Hill
this week.
Still, the Democrats appear to be united when it
comes to empowering Congress over the fate of potential strikes in the future.
(See Pelosi , Page 10

(Continued from Page 8)
kind of military pressure.”
“I didn’t want U.S. direct force
involvement,” he continued. “I always wanted us to help Syrian
fighters on the ground who themselves wanted to negotiate.”
Ford said the priority now
should be deterring another use of
chemical weapons in Syria.
“I think the most important thing
right now is to re-establish deterrence against chemical weapons,”
he said. “That’s a distinct, limited
goal. It’s not a big goal like fixing

the civil war — just deterring the
use of chemical weapons because
that applies not just to Syria, but that
also applies to Asia, applies to Africa.”
Ford, who resigned as ambassador amid disagreements with the
Obama administration, said the
2013 deal for Assad to give up his
chemical weapons was flawed because Russia did not enforce it.
“The deal was flawed that way
in that we could not get the Russians to enforce it,” Ford said.
“There was an agreement in 2013

that if Assad even used chlorine gas,
that the Russians and the Americans
would take measures. The Russians
didn’t keep their end of the bargain.”
He knocked the Obama administration for not responding to
Assad’s chlorine gas attacks after
the deal was in place.
“We could not get the Obama
administration to react to that,”
Ford said. “Even after the 2013 deal
with the Russians, Assad began using chlorine gas. That’s why I said,
they test, they test, and they test.”

(Continued from Page 8)
others that deaths were the result of
a government strike on an opposition weapons depot containing
chemical weapons, that the chemical weapons attack was carried out
by a terrorist group, such as the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, or that
the attack was faked.
It says “physiological” evidence
collected from victims showed
“symptoms consistent with sarin
exposure,” including frothing at the
mouth and twitching. Responders
also suffered symptoms from sarin
exposure.
The White House says evidence
of the chemical attack began to surface on social media a 6:55 a.m.,

while Moscow said the attack occurred around midday.
“The absolute mass of data we
have... it’s just too massive for really any intelligence organization to
fabricate in that short of period of
time,” another White House official
said. “That’s just not a feasible explanation.”
White House officials said that
the Syrian regime had motivation
to attack the rebel-held area with
chemical weapons, using them as a
force multiplier because of its lack
of manpower in the specific region.
The incident has sparked a major diplomatic confrontation between the U.S. and Russia. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson is in

Moscow Tuesday but will not meet
with President Vladimir Putin.
Putin, in turn, has suggested the
U.S. plans to stage a chemical
weapons attack in Syria and blame
it on Assad.
“We have information that a
similar provocation is being prepared... in other parts of Syria including in the southern Damascus
suburbs where they are planning to
again plant some substance and accuse the Syria authorities of using
[chemical weapons],” Putin said in
Moscow.
Some have also questioned
whether Assad was behind the attack, including Rep. Tulsi Gabbard
(D-Hawaii).

Cover Up

By Max Greenwood
The Hill
President Trump on Saturday
delivered his justification to Congress for ordering a missile strike
on Syria this week, saying in a letter to congressional leaders that the
U.S. was prepared to take further
military action if necessary.
“I acted in the vital national security and foreign policy interests
of the United States, pursuant to my
constitutional authority to conduct
foreign relations and as Commander in Chief and Chief Executive,” Trump wrote.
“The United States will take additional action, as necessary and appropriate, to further its important
national interests,” he added.
The letter was addressed to
House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.)
and Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), the
Senate president pro tempore.
Under the War Powers Resolution, the president is required to
submit an explanation for the use
of force within 48 hours after military action is taken. The deadline
for Trump to do so would be Saturday night.
Trump’s letter echoed his comments delivered roughly an hour
after the strikes on Thursday night,
when he characterized the strikes as
in the “vital national security interest” of the U.S.
“It is in this vital national security interest of the United States to
prevent and deter the spread and use
of deadly chemical weapons,”
Trump said at his Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida, where he was hosting Chinese President Xi Jinping.
A number of world leaders rallied around the U.S. strikes on Friday, applauding the action as a necessary and proportional response to
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
alleged use of chemical weapons in
the country’s Idlib Province.
The Syrian government and
Russia, a longtime backer of Assad
and one of the regime’s fiercest
military supporters, condemned the
strike. A spokesman for Russian
President Vladimir Putin on Friday
called the strike an act of “aggres-

sion against a sovereign state” and
accused the U.S. of violating international law.
U.S. lawmakers expressed general support for the attack, though
many called for the president to
seek congressional approval before
conducting any further military operations against Syria.
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.), however, said
that the president shouldn’t have to
seek further approval for military
action.
He argued that an Authorization
for Use of Military Force (AUMF)
approved by Congress in the days
after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, and
another in 2002 that authorized the
Iraq War, justified recent military
action in the region.
“We passed one back in 2001
and 2002, I believe, and the previous president thought that it authorized what we were doing in that
part of the world, and I expect this
president thinks the same,” he told
conservative radio host Hugh
Hewitt on Friday.
Trump’s assertion that the U.S.
was prepared to carry out further attacks on Syria if necessary echoed
similar comments made by U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations
Nikki Haley on Friday, who delivered a rebuttal to Russia’s condemnations and defended the
president’s action.
“The United States took a very
measured step last night,” Haley
said. “We are prepared to do more,
but we hope that will not be necessary.”
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Sessions: Congress will fund Trump’s border wall
By Olivia Beavers
The Hill
AG Sessions: “The most important thing for us is to send a message to the world that the border is
not
open.”
#Hannity
pic.twitter.com/gphY4gtyOJ —
Fox News (@FoxNews) April 12,
2017
Attorney General Jeff Sessions
said Tuesday that he expects Congress to fund President Trump’s
campaign promise of building a
wall on the Mexican border.
“I know he’s going to battle for
that and I believe he will get funding for the wall, I can’t imagine
Congress to deny him that,” Sessions said on Fox News’ “Hannity.”

“It doesn’t have to be every foot of
the entire 1,700[-mile] border, we
know that.”
“We need a wall. A barrier multiplies the ability of our border patrol and customs officers to be effective. They tell me that and I
know they’ve told you that in the
past. This is the way to go, if we
follow through on this, we can secure this border. It will be a historic
thing and something that the border patrol and our ICE officers and
our customs people are really excited about,” added Sessions, who
spoke with Customs and Border
Patrol agents on the Mexican border earlier Tuesday.
Sessions also touted recent num-

bers from the Department of Homeland Security that show a recent
drop in those detained crossing the
border illegally.

“Can you believe that we’ve had
the lowest number of entrance at the
border in 17 years?” Sessions said.
Sessions echoed President

Trump’s repeated campaign criticism that Obama did not do enough
to secure the border.
“I knew strong presidential leadership, unlike the wishy-washiness
we’ve in the past would impact the
flow but not as much as we’ve seen
already. The numbers are down 70
percent since President Obama left
office. It’s really a remarkable
achievement,” Sessions added.
Sessions reiterated the necessity
for a wall in order to properly police the border.
“We need a wall. A barrier multiplies the ability of our border patrol and customs officers to be effective... if we follow through on
this, we can secure this border.”

a vote as soon as we possibly can,
even perhaps before we return back
to DC in 13 days.”
While House Majority Leader
Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) has
warned that members could be
called back from recess early to
vote on healthcare if a deal emerges,
it appears unlikely.
Congress adjourned last week
for two weeks after making no
progress on repeal.
Meetings between Vice President Pence and the chairs of the
House’s three main Republican factions bore no fruit, with conservatives and moderates still deeply divided on how to move forward.
A last-minute amendment to the
repeal bill was added last week that
would give insurers $15 billion to
cover sick patients with costly

healthcare needs, but that change is
unlikely to be enough for those who
oppose the bill.
The biggest sticking point for
Republicans is how to handle
ObamaCare’s insurer requirements.
Pence offered to scrap three of
those requirements: guaranteed issue, which requires insurers cover
everybody; community rating,
which requires insurers charge everyone the same price for coverage;
and essential health benefits, which
mandates which services insurers
must cover.
Conservatives argue those provisions drive up the costs of health
insurance, but moderates have expressed concern that eliminating
those protections would increase
costs for sick people.

Freedom Caucus chair: Deal ‘close’ on ObamaCare repeal
By Jessie Hellman
The Hill
The leader of the House Freedom Caucus says Republicans are
“close” to agreement on a plan to
repeal ObamaCare, indicating that
discussions are still continuing
while Congress is in a two-week
recess.
Rep. Mark Meadows (R-N.C.)
on Tuesday told a local radio station that he expects to hear back
from Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.)
by noon about “two options” on the
table. He did not elaborate.
“We’re very close. The biggest
thing for all of us is we want to
make sure we don’t just have repeal,
but we have a replacement that
drives down insurance premiums,”
he said.
“It’s our encouragement to have

Senator: Russia may gain
control of US oil company
By Timothy Cama
The Hill
Sen. Bob Menendez (D-N.J.) is
sounding an alarm over the possibility that Russia’s government
could gain control of a major United
States oil company.
Menendez formally asked Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin to
“proactively monitor” a loan that
Rosneft, an oil company majorityowned by the Russian government,
has provided to Citgo Petroleum
Corp.’s parent company.
“Given Russia’s interference in
the U.S. election and ongoing meddling in European elections, not to
mention its habit of invading and
bullying its neighbors, the last thing
the United States should be doing
is handing the Kremlin a significant
ownership share in a major U.S. energy supplier,” Menendez said in a
statement.
Petróleos de Venezuela,
Venezuela’s state-owned oil company, used 49.9 percent of Citgo’s
shares as collateral for a loan.

Pelosi

If Venezuela’s economic crisis
continues and the company defaults, Menendez said Rosneft may
take control of the shares, which
would combine with the Russian
company’s other interests in the
company to give it majority control.
“This could leave Rosneft, a
Russian company controlled by oligarchs with close ties to [Russian
President] Vladimir Putin, in control of critical energy infrastructure
in the United States,” Menendez
told Mnuchin.
Mnuchin serves as chairman of
the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, which
has the power to review certain foreign investment actions and recommend that President Trump block
them.
“As the chair of CFIUS, we ask
that you proactively monitor the
situation and that your staff keep
our offices briefed on your efforts
and any informal review process of
Rosneft’s potential acquisition of
Citgo,” the Democrat said.

(Continued from Page 9)
“Those are the usual differences,” Engel said. “Democrats, virtually
unanimously, would approve” of demanding a new AUMF to govern the
next steps.
It’s unclear if Ryan and the Republicans are willing to go along. Under
then-Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio), Republicans had pressed former
President Obama for congressional authorization surrounding his military operations targeting ISIS, but they balked at Obama’s proposal and
never offered an alternative.
Ryan last year had also explored the idea of moving an ISIS-specific
AUMF, but it was never passed.
In the wake of last week’s missile strike, the Speaker is encouraging
Trump “to consult with Congress as it considers next steps to resolve the
long-running crisis in Syria,” his office said last week. But it remains
unclear if such a consultation would involve consideration of a new AUMF.
Ryan’s office did not respond Tuesday to a request for clarification.
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RadioTribune Lineup
Chris Garcia,
The Conservative American

“Chris Garcia, The Conservative American,” is a daily radio
show streamed on RadioTribune.com Monday through Friday
1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. You can also Google the show and watch
on YouTube.
The show is hosted by Chris Garcia and has daily guests on
the show touching on a variety of topics. Those topics include
politics, religion, veterans’ affairs, and many other social issues of the day. The show welcomes people of all different
backgrounds and encourages vigorous debate.
We have an open microphone policy that encourages people
to call into the show live 702-983-0711 from 1:00 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. PST and join the live debate. You can also call 702-7519955 and talk to Chris or one of our producers and tell us what
you think of the show or set up a date to be live in studio or call
in to do the show.
We welcome businesses of Las Vegas and all over Nevada
to advertise on our show. We have the most competitive rates
of any radio station.
If you want to hear a non-politically correct show, “Chris
Garcia, The Conservative American” is the show for you. We
look forward to you watching and listening to the show and
will appreciate all feedback.
*****

“Open Mic”

Every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 a.m., Gordon Martines
hosts “Open Mic,” a popular RadioTribune.com show. The AntiCorruption Coalition of Nevada is the basis for and theme of
“Open Mic.”
Gordon Martines was a career police officer with 39 years
of on-the-job Law Enforcement experience. Past cases involving Kevin Daley, Trayvon Cole and a variety of other coveredup criminal cases, and a billion dollars worth of missing taxpayer money, are discussed in depth and at length on the show.
Martines spent four years as police officer with the Hermosa
Beach Police Department before moving here and resuming
his police career in Las Vegas as a Detective in the Robbery/
Homicide Bureau, retiring from the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department after 36 years of police service.
The amount of corruption and cover-ups by executive Police Administrative officers witnessed by Martines inside the
department led to his decision to contest the good ol’ boy’s
club and run for Clark County Sheriff three times against what
he knew were almost insurmountable odds.
“Open Mic” carries the voice the LVMPD does not want
you to hear, yet it is always there, every Tuesday and Thursday
at 11:00 a.m. on www.radiotribune.com. Tune in!
*****

“Face The Tribune” was established as a voice for the
people of Las Vegas and is the
only news platform where
judges, city councilmen, local
businessmen and women, as
well as Mr. or Ms. Local Citizen, can voice their opinions
and share the issues that pertain to Las Vegas.
The show’s host, Rolando
Larraz, has been a journalist
in Clark County for over 50
years. He has been a fixture in
the community and a highly
respected publisher who has
covered local news and events
in Las Vegas since the mid-
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’60s. For stories and information not available anywhere
else in Las Vegas, tune into
“Face The Tribune” Monday
through Friday at 12:00 noon.
*****

“The Heard”

This much-needed new
show will be broadcast Monday through Friday on
Radiotribune.com, 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. with host Clark Feeley
with special call-in numbers:
702-493-5222 and 800-8332345.
We all know about the
“problems” we face today; we

want you to call in your solutions to those problems. If you
see it as a problem, we want
your solution! Our system will
catalog both the problems and
the solutions and keep a tally,
matching up similar solutions
with each other. These tallies
will then be sent to officials
with the suggestion that they
pay attention to the voice of
the voters, both those who
voted them in or those who
can send them packing with
their vote for another.
If your vote counts, then
your voice needs to be heard!
*****

Tune in to
RadioTribune
www.RadioTribune.com
Call-In Lines:
(702) 493-5222 or (800) 833-2345
Tune in and listen to those who will tell you the truth,
and nothing but the truth. You’ll discover different
personalities and hear different opinions, but when it
comes to the facts, you’ll always get the truth from us!

“Face The Tribune”

Face the Tribune is heard every Monday through Friday at
12 noon, hosted by Rolando Larraz.
For the last five years “Face The Tribune” has been the premier show for interviews with politicians, civil service workers, government officials and activists, and a voice for those
everyday citizens who needed to air their legal grievances. The
Las Vegas Tribune newspaper has been a part of the Las Vegas
community for over 18 years and is the only independent newspaper in Clark County.
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up-to-the-minute
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City of Las Vegas
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Las Vegas, NV 89101
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716 S. 10th Street • Las Vegas, NV 89101
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with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
Tuesday and
Thursdays
on
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Face the
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‘Face the Tribune’ is hosted
by Rolando Larraz
Monday thru Friday
at 12 noon
on www.RadioTribune.com
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Follow the Leader?
Whose Leader?

We constantly insist that the mainstream media says
and does what the government in general “suggests” they
should say or write regardless of what level of government we are referring to; unless now, of course, they says
or do what is against the new administration of Donald
John Trump.
We all know that President Donald Trump, the administration of Donald Trump, and everything else that has
to do with his presidency and with him, is not what the
socialist mainstream media, the Liberal Democrats and
the fake old-timer Republicans wanted to happen last November 2016.
They knew that Donald Trump was an uncontrollable
individual who is used to being in control; they knew that
President Donald Trump was going to change the century-old political system of our times, and they did not
want that; they did not want to lose the control they have
had for so many years; most likely those decades-old socalled public servants will not run for reelection again,
even if they do not give President Trump the time and the
opportunity to impose a term-limit on all those “untouchable” offices.
It’s been too long — if it ever even happened — since
those privileged con artist “public servants” in Congress
have been told what to do, when and how to do anything,
and now they are all up in arms. No more special treatment for those members of the United States of America’s
Congress.
It may be too late to rule on how they vote on their
retirement or on their insurance, but it may not be too late
for others who come in from now on; and maybe only
those with the right attitude and the right mindset to serve
the nation to the best of their abilities will sign up —
before they spend millions in getting a job that will only
pay a small amount of what they spend to get hired.
A job in the United States Senate or in the House of
Representative may not pay more than two hundred thousand a year; why then would anyone spend millions to
get there? Because of their love for their country? Because they want to give back to the community? Give us
a break.
And all this happens with the silent approval of the
socialist mainstream media and all those many moneyhungry lobbyists that are in cahoots with the so-called
“public servants” running scared since the new administration took control and gave the power back to the country.
But don’t go too far; here in Nevada we are faced with
the same brouhaha that is going on in the nation’s capital
and the media, which is supposed to be part of the mainstream media, playing the same game with the locals, with
the residents that are categorized as second-class citizens
by the local public servants who take their terms to “serve
the citizens of this great state.”
Assembly people finish their term limit and jump right
into running for the Senate and the senators end their term
limits and run for the Assembly or any other office that
they are told to run for, ignoring the law and laughing at
everyone.
It is this newspaper’s opinion that the Democrats and
some Republicans in the Nevada Legislature are placed
in their jobs by the Culinary Union, as is the case of the
socialist and newly appointed Senator Yvanna Cancela,
by former Senator Harry Reid, as was the case of his Mexican token, Ruben Kihuen, that he now transferred to the
US Congress as a payoff for his loyalty and unconditional
service to the retired senator.
Now almost every member of the mainstream media,
the solo daily and the television stations alike, are emphasizing a welcome to the Raiders from Las Vegas, even
if the majority of the Clark County voters were against a
stadium supported by taxpayer.
This was a pet project of County Commissioners’ Chairman Steve Sisolak and a few of the fellow commissioners who are afraid of going against Chairman Sisolak,
worrying about any repressible consequences.
We are here, on the record, to say that the people of
Clark County were not in favor of such a stadium at the
expense of the people who reside in this part of the state
of Nevada.
Sure, we all want a stadium, but we want a stadium
that is paid for by those who are going to profit from the
revenue of the stadium, like hotels-casinos, and even the
Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, run by (of
course, you guessed it) former Senator Harry Reid’s
protégée, Billy Vissiliati.
We are on the record saying that we will follow the
leader when we have a leader; in the meantime, we will
follow the people of Nevada.

Forfeiture of property should
be tied to a conviction

By Thomas Mitchell
ever being convicted or even charged
A couple of weeks ago we editowith a criminal offense.
rially bemoaned the fact that no one
Though the Fifth Amendment
had introduced a bill in the state Legprovides: “No person shall be... deislature to restrict the practice of law
prived of life, liberty, or property,
enforcement agencies seizing private
without due process of law...” police
property — homes, cars, cash and
agencies in cooperation with federal
such — under the presumption it is
law enforcement have for years cothe product of criminal activity, but
erced people into surrendering assets
without ever having to actually go
that become the property of the
through the due process of convictagency — a perverse incentive ining someone of a crime — a process
deed.
called civil asset forfeiture.
Gustavson’s bill “provides that
That same week state Sen. Don
property is subject to forfeiture only
THOMAS MITCHELL
Gustavson of Sparks filed Senate Bill
if the underlying crime provides for
358 that would require proof of a criminal conviction, such forfeiture, and there is: (1) proof of a criminal
a plea agreement or an agreement by the parties con- conviction; (2) a plea agreement; or (3) an agreement
cerned before property could be forfeited.
by the parties.” It also “requires the State to establish
The bill is almost identical to a bill Gustavson and that seized property is forfeitable by clear and conJames Settelmeyer of Minden sponsored during the vincing evidence.”
2015 legislative session. By the time that bill came
Gustavson testified before the Senate Judiciary
out the legislative sausage grinder it merely required Committee this past week, “Under current civil forfeipolice agencies to report their confiscations to the state. ture laws, law enforcement can seize your cash or other
As the law currently reads, property may be confis- property, sell and then use most of the proceeds howcated and kept or sold without the property’s owner
(See Mitchell, Page 14)

A Mexican, a Cuban, and a
Spaniard walk into a bar...
By Perly Viasmensky
I have lost count of the many times I have written
about the confusion people have with the differences
between race, nationality, ethnicity and language.
When I went to school I was taught there are four
races: White, Black, Red (Native Americans or American Indians) and Yellow (Asians). Apparently, numerous people, including myself, were absent from school
when that lesson was taught. Now, all of a sudden I
hear that there is also a Brown race, which is still a
puzzle to me. I don’t know what that is.
I am coming to the conclusion that I am in great
need of returning to school. Nationality, to me, has
always meant the country where a person comes from,
which has nothing to do with ethnicity or one’s ethnic group.
Just a few days ago, I was reading an application a
person submitted to an attorney’s office, and the answer she put in the space for RACE was MEXICAN.
Reason enough for me to believe that I am in great
need of returning to school.
Since when has “Mexican” become a race? Even

if Mexicans call each other “Raza.”
Language is the language spoken in their country
of origin —Arabs speak Arabic; people from China
speak Chinese; Americans speak English, even though
you can identify the state where they come from because of their different accents, such as the people of
South Carolina and Georgia; people from Italy speak
Italian; North, South and Central American natives
speak Spanish (some of them speak their own dialects).
Brazil in South America is an exception because they
speak Brazilian Portuguese.
Some time ago, my brother and I were shopping at
a local grocery store and heard the manager of the store
speaking Spanish to another customer. We commented
to him: “We didn’t know that you speak Spanish.” Very
proudly, he answered us: “I don’t speak Spanish, I speak
Mexican.”
He left us astonished by his answer.
It was the first time we heard that Mexican was a
language, different than the language of Cervantes
(Miguel de Cervantes), the most important and cel(See Viasmensky, Page 14)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Regarding Dr. Dao and UA: Whatever
happened to common sense, human
dignity, and doing things the right way?
By Maramis
after they are seated. I have been on
First, before we discuss anything
more than one flight where, after we
“shady” or criminal that Dr. Dao
were all seated, an announcement
might have done in his past — or
came over the loudspeaker seeking
even just yesterday — let me attempt
volunteers to give up their seat for
to sum up why that doesn’t matter
some stated amount of money. When
and why he is in the news.
there were no immediate takers, the
All airlines apparently overbook
enticement went up considerably.
their passengers for their own finanYes, I was once able to take adcial reasons, hedging their bets that
vantage of their offer, since I didn’t
at least one, two, or three passengers
actually need to be at my destination
or so may not show up for take-off
until the next day, but I had to make
and they won’t be left with empty
several phone calls at the airport and
seats that they could have sold.
change everyone else’s plans in my
MARAMIS CHOUFANI
There have been times when I needed a last-minute regard. The main reason I took advantage of the
seat and they were all booked, but just hours later I airline’s offer was because of the need of the passenwas informed that there was one last seat available if ger who would be taking my seat. It was obvious that
I took it right then. When I boarded the plane, it was no one else was offering to make the exchange, and
really the absolute last seat on the plane: in the very my actual need to be where I was going had at least 12
back, crunched up against the window. But it got me hours of leeway built into it.
where I needed to go.
Chances are, most people have very tight schedReservations are always being made and unmade ules when they book their flight, whether it’s for busiright up until flight time; and changes are sometimes ness purposes, social purposes — such as attending a
made as the passengers are boarding the plane, or even
(See Maramis, Page 16)
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Two Ways Legislature Can Cleanse
the Stench from Local Political Juice
By Chuck Muth
OK, so the city of Las Vegas
wanted to jump on the “singlestream” recycling bandwagon. As
such, its current trash hauler, Republic Services, asked for a 12-year
extension on its monopoly franchise contract, which doesn’t expire
for another four years.
The extension is worth upwards
of a billion dollars!
The city regularly asks for competitive bids for all manner of services from private sector companies. I’m guessing even paper clips
are bid out. But not when it comes
to the garbage man.
In fact, as Councilwoman Lois
Tarkanian noted at the April 5 meeting on the extension, Republic has
been hauling Hefty’s in Vegas
since, well, long before Hefty’s
were even invented. In fact, Republic has enjoyed Sin City’s cash for
trash since 1965 — and has never
had to bid on the contract. Not even
once.
It has, for over half a century —
since before man walked on the

CHUCK MUTH
moon! — simply been handed the
monopoly franchise on a silver platter. Exactly the way Tony Soprano
would want it.
It’s just not right. And it’s not
good government. Competition is
good. It protects consumers. It lowers prices. It improves service. It
promotes innovation. Which is, in
fact, at the heart of the free market
guiding principles one would expect from a Republican elected official.
Yet when the council voted 5-2
to bequeath Republic Services with

this billion-dollar/no-bid contract
extension, it wasn’t the two GOP
council members — Bob Beers and
Stavros Anthony — who stood up
for residents, taxpayers, consumers
and small business competitors.
It was a pair of Democrats —
Lois Tarkanian and Ricki Barlow.
How in the world did Beers and
Anthony get such an easy one so
wrong?
Juice. There’s just no other way
to explain it. Republic has, for over
five decades now, made the right
contributions to the right candidates
and the right causes while hiring the
right lobbyists.
So when push came to shove,
two Republicans who absolutely
should have pushed the “no” button rationalized a “yes” vote with
some of the lamest excuses under
the sun — including “everybody
else is doing it.”
Vegas isn’t alone in this good ol’
boy system of you scratch my back
and I’ll massage yours with silver
dollars. Which is why the Nevada
Legislature should step in with two

big reforms before adjourning this
session...
1.) Competitive bidding for major contracts should not be optional
for local governments. RFP’s (requests for proposal) should be mandatory. It’s just too easy for local
officials — like those mail order
brides from Ukraine — to be wooed
into an unsavory relationship by a
sweet-talker holding a fistful of

dollars.
2.) Companies with government
contracts, as well as their managers and employees, should be prohibited from making campaign contributions to elected officials who
have a vote on those government
contracts.
So let it be written; so let it be
done.
(See Muth, Page 15)

MACE YAMPOLSKY
government for redress of grievances. The First Amendment also
protects the right to exercise these
basic rights anonymously because,
as Supreme Court Justice John Paul
Stevens wrote:
Anonymity is a shield from the
tyranny of the majority... It thus exemplifies the purpose behind the

Bill of Rights and of the First
Amendment in particular: to protect unpopular individuals from retaliation... at the hand of an intolerant society.
Are You Sure We Still
Have First Amendment
Rights At The Border?
But when border agents scrutinize the massive volume of sensitive information in our digital devices or in the cloud, they infringe
on First Amendment rights in at
least four distinct ways.
—First, device searches may
reveal your social media profile
handles — inclusive of pseudonymous accounts. This allows border
agents to match those handles to
your passport identity, which effectively unmasks you and prevents
you from being able to speak
anonymously online. The same is
true if you comply with an agent’s
demand that you tell them your social media handles.

—Second, device searches may
also chill your ability to associate
with an expressive institution
anonymously, like a political group.
Border agents can use a device
search or knowledge of your social
media handles to unearth a variety
of private associational ties that can
be mapped and harvested for more
personal information and connections. What is worse, the investigation may intrude upon your contacts’ privacy as well as your own.
—Third, requiring you to let
Customs and Border Patrol (CBP)
review your web-browsing history
violates your right to access and
receive information anonymously.
This intrusion also occurs when
Customs and CBP scrutinizes your
shopping histories to reveal your
private decisions to acquire expressive materials, such as books and
movies.
—Finally, requiring journalists
to unlock devices that contain con-

fidential journalistic sources and
work product inhibits their ability
to shield the identity of their sources
and undermines the integrity and independence of the newsgathering
process.
We Still Have
Free Speech, Right?
Border searches of our digital
devices and cloud data thus implicate core free speech rights. Therefore, border agents should at least
be required to obtain a warrant supported by probable cause before any
such search of our private digital
information.
Indeed, the First Amendment
requires even more. For example,
when police officers demand purchasing records from booksellers
(implicating the right to access information anonymously), the First
Amendment requires not only probable cause, but a compelling need,
the exhaustion of less restrictive
(See Mace, Page 16)

The Bill of Rights at The Border: The First
Amendment and the Right to Anonymous Speech

By Mace J. Yampolsky
The U.S. border has been
thrown into the spotlight these last
few months, with border agents
detaining travelers for hours, demanding travelers unlock devices,
and even demanding passwords
and social media handles as a prerequisite for certain travelers entering the country. As the U.S. government issues a dizzying array of
new rules and regulations, people
in the U.S. and abroad are asking:
are there meaningful constitutional
limits on the ability of border
agents to seize and search the data
on your electronic devices and in
the cloud?
The answer is: Yes. Border
agents and their activities are not
exempt from constitutional scrutiny
This article focus on the First
Amendment. The First Amendment
is meant to safeguard five fundamental rights: speech, assembly,
religion, press, and petition to the

Schiff, FBI obstructing justice in wiretap scandal?
Larry Klayman calls on AG to impanel grand jury for probe of surveillance
By Larry Klayman
Ironically, around at the same
time House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes, R-Calif., was recusing himself from the
panel’s investigation over alleged
Russian ties and collaboration with
the Trump presidential campaign
and transition team, as well as the
illegal leaks and surveillance of the
president himself, on behalf of
Freedom Watch, I was filing a
House Ethics Committee complaint
against Nunes’ counterpart, ranking
minority member Rep. Adam
Schiff, D-Calif., for his not too
subtle efforts to obstruct the chairman from doing his and the
committee’s job. The complaint can
be
found
at
www.freedomwatchusa.
Given that Nunes himself apparently is the subject of ethics complaints, lodged by leftist front
groups, and that he used this as an
excuse for his recusal, it is only
logical that Schiff, a Hollywood
leftist whose district even comprises West Hollywood, would now
have to step down as well. But my
complaint was not meant to be tit
for tat, particularly since at the time
I filed it I was not aware of the ethics charges against Nunes.
Here are just a few excerpts from
my ethics complaint explaining
why Schiff must now be forced off
the investigation and referred to the
U.S. Department of Justice for possible prosecution, notwithstanding
House Ethics Committee sanctions:
“The crimes at issue threaten the
corruption of government through

LARRY KLAYMAN
threats, intimidation, and coercion
with compromising information obtained through illegal surveillance.
“Schiff’s efforts are to interfere
with actual prosecution of real
crimes in federal court and before
a federal grand jury. Schiff seeks to
silence the Chairman and squelch
any legitimate investigation.
“In other words, Barack Obama
and Susan Rice ‘hacked’ the 2016
presidential election.
“When finally the issue is getting notice, Schiff is working to attack anyone seeking to investigate
these crimes, to prevent the full revelation and prosecution of those
crimes.
“Instead of fulfilling his duties
to uphold the law, report violations
of law, protect and defend the U.S.
Constitution, protect the civil liberties and constitutional rights of
U.S. citizens and the integrity of the
U.S. Government with regard to illegal surveillance intimidation of

U.S. officials, Ranking Member
Adam Schiff is actively furthering
these violations of the law and seeking to obstruct justice by covering
them up, also committing the crime
of misprison of many felonies. In
short, Ranking Member Schiff is
actively committing obstruction of
justice.”
The irony is that even with
Nunes and Schiff at the helm of the
questionable ongoing House Intelligence Committee investigation, it
was highly unlikely if not farfetched
to think that it would ever get to the
bottom of what occurred with regard to the full extent of the “wiretaps” and leaks concerning the
president and all of his men and
women. Congress, the greatest and
most compromised cover-up operation in the history of the republic,
likes to prance around beating its
chest, with its self-aggrandizing
members strutting down Capitol
Hill hallways donned in fancy suits
and congressional pins and
cufflinks, but it accomplishes little
to nothing when push comes to
shove. In my opinion about 90 percent of what goes on there is a total
waste of taxpayers’ money, but it
does keep the programming of the
cable networks, and their naive
commentators in particular, humming along.
Coupled with the usual congressional charade is the director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), one James Comey, Though
he stands at a grand 6-foot-8-inches
in height, the stature of the agency
he leads has been reduced to worse

than a bad joke when it comes to
investigating the likes of Hillary
Clinton and others of her corrupt
ilk.
Comey, who once had a reputation for independence and honesty,
has fallen victim to the sleaze of
Washington, D.C., and nearly his
every action in the sphere of government corruption appears to be
calculated for maintaining his continuity as FBI director, and little to
nothing else. Case in point: He and
his special agents have buried their
professed investigation of
whistleblower Dennis Montgomery, who produced to them, under
grant of immunity, 47 hard drives
and over 600 million pages of allegedly incriminating information
about the mass illegal and unconstitutional surveillance of prominent Americans, such as President
Trump, the chief justice of the Supreme Court, other justices, 156
judges and others, in particular by
officials in Obama’s the National
Security Agency (NSA), Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the
Director of National Intelligence
(DIA). Actually, investigating and
getting to the bottom of this would
pit him against forces more powerful than his FBI, and truth be told,
the FBI probably also engaged in
this illegal surveillance —another
reason for its apparent cover-up.
So where does the nation go
from here? Of course, there are my
cases in court against the NSA, CIA
and DNI, which Freedom Watch
had brought before federal D.C.
Judge Richard Leon. But the jurist,

who is now on senior status and has
not moved our cases along for almost three years, seems tapped out
and in effect “retired” these days.
However, we are thankful that he
previously ruled that the spy agencies had engaged in unconstitutional “almost Orwellian” surveillance.
As result, it now falls upon Attorney General Jeff Sessions to instruct his deputies to empanel a
grand jury to get at the full extent
of this threat to American democracy, and to ultimately bring real
prosecutions, holding those accountable under the bar of justice.
I would, if asked, work closely with
our fine new AG to accomplish this
goal, as Freedom Watch has been
pursuing justice on this front from
many years and has a wealth of information and experience in this
regard.
But one thing is for sure: The
citizenry cannot rely on Congress
or the FBI to enforce the rule of law.
They are not part of the solution,
but in fact a real problem. It now
turns to Attorney General Sessions
and Freedom Watch to get the job
done. For if this scandal continues
to be obstructed and covered-up by
the likes of Rep. Adam Schiff and
FBI Director Comey, the longevity
of the republic is far from assured.
*****
Larry Klayman is a former Justice Department prosecutor and the
founder of Judicial Watch and Freedom Watch. His latest book is
“Whores: Why and How I Came to
Fight the Establishment.”
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Should Sheriff Joe Also Go?
By Norman Jahn
Sheriff Joe Arpaio had to ‘GO’
when he was defeated in the last
election in Maricopa County, Arizona. An NPR article in November
of 2016 reported, “Democrat Paul
Penzone has ended controversial
Arizona lawman Joe Arpaio’s 24year tenure as the sheriff of
Maricopa County. Arpaio has faced
multiple legal challenges to his
stance on immigration; the loss
comes despite raising more than
$12 million from donors. The defeat ends a run in office that began
the same year Bill Clinton first won
the presidency. It comes two weeks
after Arpaio, 84, was charged with
criminal contempt of court for ignoring a federal judge’s order in a
racial profiling case. It was
Arpaio’s 7th bid for re-election.
Penzone, a former sergeant in
the Phoenix Police Department, defeated Arpaio by nearly 10 percentage points after building a substantial lead in the polls. The
challenger’s backers included liberal billionaire George Soros, who
donated more than $2 million to the
effort to oust Arpaio. Arpaio’s exit
comes after he rose to fame for his
reputation as the toughest sheriff in
America.
Could another ‘Sheriff Joe’ (Joe
Lombardo) soon LOSE his ‘second’
election bid in Clark County? He
has been taking a beating on issues
recently. Among the long list of
complaints are that he and Metro
provided a ‘sanctuary’ for illegal
aliens; that he contributed funds to
Black Lives Matter and the ACLU;
that he now classifies robbery as a
‘property’ crime; and that he disbanded the Gang Unit. There are
still questionable deadly force incidents (whether he acknowledges
it or not). There are still delays in
releasing the FIT and CIRT reports
and the District Attorney Fact-Finding Reviews continue to be a ‘rubber stamp’ after police conduct.
There are ongoing complaints
about morale and staffing and overtime. Of course, 2016 was a near
record-setting year for homicides
and Las Vegas is already approaching 50 in April of 2017. I read many
reports of violent crime in the heart
of the Strip (shootings, stabbings,
fights, frauds), and that never included the multi-million dollar ‘enterprise’ involving prostitution-related theft crime. I can’t omit the
Detective Chris Baughman investigation reportedly underway by the

Mitchell

NORMAN JAHN
FBI. Then there is the Nevada
Policy Research Institute, producing some eye-opening stories (not
covered by the mainstream Las
Vegas media) about ‘More Cops’
tax increases not achieving the purported hiring goals. I hear from officers that say there are actually
fewer officers patrolling on some
shifts at some area commands than
ever before.
Many of us also have complaints
about inconsistent discipline, and
what I call ‘scandals’ related to
awarding of retirement credentials
and medical retirements. You need
to have a thick skin to be a police
leader and you either lead or you
do not. Voters need to have facts
and stop the insanity of anointing
the next sheriff based on recommendations of past sheriffs and the
powerful movers and shakers and
campaign contributors. I won’t
throw the entire ‘kitchen sink’ at
Lombardo, but one documentary
may be enough to stagger his plans
for the future. Ramsey Denison’s
What Happened in Vegas production actually focuses a great deal on
the last election —when Lombardo
defeated Larry Burns after shutting
down Ted Moody’s ambitions to be
sheriff. I can tell you this —had
Internal Affairs done a competent
job of investigating Ramsey’s complaints, I would have never heard
from him and it wouldn’t end up
costing Metro millions of dollars in
negative publicity and loss of confidence in the police department we
were all once so proud to belong
to.
HOPE FOR THE FUTURE OF
POLICING
I just read a fantastic article written by James Doyle (an attorney
and author) that was printed in The
Crime
Report.
(https://
thecrimereport.org/2017/04/11/

(Continued from Page 12)
ever they see fit, even though you are never arrested
or even charged with a crime. Passage of Senate Bill
358 does not limit law enforcement’s ability to combat drug cartels and other criminal activity. The intent
of this legislation is to protect the innocent individual’s
liberty and property right and to keep law abiding citizens from becoming entangled in the process that results in their rights being trampled. An innocent tourist driving back to Utah after winning a $1,000 jackpot at a local casino can have his money confiscated
though he or she has not been accused of any crime.”
Lee McGrath, legislative counsel for the Institute
for Justice, which has advocated civil asset forfeiture
law reform for years, also testified. He said law enforcement has the power to take the fruits of criminal
activity but that it should be done via criminal forfeiture rather than civil forfeiture.
“The appropriate process that is due is criminal forfeiture,” McGrath said. “It makes sense to charge, arrest and convict the suspect of a crime. If convicted in
the same courtroom, the same judge can turn to the
question, and it should be an easy question, of whether
the cash, whether the vehicle are the proceeds and the
instruments of a crime.”
The attorney general’s office, various law enforcement officials and district attorneys testified against
the bill, saying the current system is not abused, though
others testified to the contrary.
There is a case pending in the courts in which Texas
police seized $200,000 in cash, claiming it was the
profits of illegal drug trade, though the owners said it
was from a the sale of a house. The bill of sale was
with the cash. No one was ever convicted of any crime
and the police still have the money.
Justice Clarence Thomas wrote a six-page commentary on the Texas case sighting the evils of civil
asset forfeiture, “These forfeiture operations frequently
target the poor and other groups least able to defend
their interests in forfeiture proceedings... Perversely,
these same groups are often the most burdened by forfeiture. They are more likely to use cash than alternative forms of payment, like credit cards, which may
be less susceptible to forfeiture. And they are more

what-the-movement-for-patientsafety-could-teach-our-flawed-justice-system/). He relates the movement toward improved ‘patient
safety’ in the medical profession to
what could be done to improve policing. He (and others) have noted
that fixing problems and saving
lives should be distinct from ‘finding fault’ and this is not dissimilar
to what William Scott and Michael
Bell are seeing after police shot and
killed both of their sons. Eric Scott
was killed by the LVMPD. Bell’s
son was killed in Wisconsin. (http:/
/host.madison.com/ct/opinion/column/michael-m-bell-and-williamb-scott-tragedies-provide-solutions/article_e2e8d8d9-bba8-53049d59-7b1bf3ea99ed.html)
Doyle wrote; Twenty-three years
ago, the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, a prestigious Harvard teaching hospital, killed a 39-year-old
woman undergoing experimental
breast cancer treatment by giving
her massive overdoses of a chemotherapy drug. She died as she was
preparing to leave the hospital and
go home to her two daughters, aged
7 and 3. The doctors didn’t listen to
her warnings that there was something terribly wrong, and they
missed tests indicating heart damage. The fatal victim was Betsy
Lehman, a respected health reporter for the Boston Globe, and the
media reaction was apocalyptic.
Sometimes, it seems that the criminal justice system generates a comparable front-page tragedy every
day — horrific outcomes that no
one wanted, inflicting death and
trauma.
Doyle’s concern is that things
that could be corrected (i.e., wrongful convictions) aren’t —until next
time! And the ‘next time’ it could
be the loved one of a police officer
who likely already knows exactly
what types of actions could have
been taken to save lives!
If ‘goofs’ in the medical profession can kill and a savvy health reporter knew something was wrong
but was sent home to die, then it
could happen anywhere, and to anyone. I lost my career with the
LVMPD because I was essentially
‘set-up’ by those in power who
didn’t want me around any longer.
I realized that if they are vicious
enough to end the career of a fellow cop then I can only imagine
how rotten they have been and will
continue to be with criminals —or
other cops in the future! Wrongful

Humboldt deputy seized cash
likely to suffer in their daily lives while they litigate
for the return of a critical item of property, such as a
car or a home.”
Nevada has its own record of suspect civil asset forfeiture cases. Over a two-year period Humboldt County
deputies seized $180,000 in cash from motorists.
Some states have passed laws similar to the one
being advocated by Gustavson to curb the extortionate
practice by police by requiring an actual criminal conviction before assets may be taken. This bill is needed
to protect citizens and assure due process.
Thomas Mitchell is a former newspaper editor who
now writes conservative/libertarian columns for weekly
papers in Nevada. You may email Mitchell at
thomasmnv@yahoo.com. He blogs at http://
4thst8.wordpress.com/.

convictions do not serve the goals
of justice — except to possibly satisfy rotten cops who are narcissists
and pathological.
Dolye makes several powerful
points; The Lehman tragedy won’t
help us understand the flaws in the
criminal justice system if we insist
that criminal justice is an issue simply of controlling the streets... but
it provides invaluable lessons if we
start to take the word “safety” in
“public safety” seriously.
The safety we’re talking about
here is everyone’s safety, and it will
have to be co-produced by criminal justice operators and the communities they serve... begin to focus no[t just] on the ‘who’... but on
the ‘why?’... What if we had these
in criminal justice... agencies...
learning how to prevent the next one
(criminal justice disaster)?
Whether a criminal justice mistake costs money or not, it does
harm, and it erodes public trust in
the law and its officers. Just as a
hospital’s mission is healing, not
avoiding lawsuits, the criminal justice system exists to dispense justice, not to evade civil judgments.
No system can survive without
punishing its conscious rule-break-

ers and compensating their victims.
Those things shouldn’t stop.
There is no doubt in my mind
that policing (in Las Vegas and in
America) can benefit from what
Doyle recommended; “explicitly
disentangling the forward-looking
safety function from disciplinary
and punitive processes.” This
means promptly fixing problems
that need to be fixed and separating this from discipline and punishment.
Eric Scott, Trevon Cole, Stanley
Gibson (and others) did not all deserve to die. ‘Sheriff-next’ should
run on a platform of PROTECTION (saving lives), PREVENTION (preventing deaths and destruction of public trust), and POSSIBILITIES (a positive outlook for
the future and more professional
policing).
*****
Norm Jahn served with the
LVMPD for over 21 years and
achieved the rank of lieutenant. He
also served as a police chief in Wisconsin for over three years. Jahn
has been a university professor and
also taught in the criminal justice
program at the College of Southern Nevada for over a decade.

(Continued from Page 12)
ebrated figure in Spanish literature.
Even known communist and
highly recognized Mexican author,
Carlos Fuentes (who died in
Mexico City on May 15, 2012),
called Cervantes the “founding father” of Latin American literature.
For those who didn’t know about
Carlos Fuentes, I am not calling him
a communist just to degrade him.
He belonged to the communist
party, but left the party in 1962 on
intellectual grounds while remaining an avowed Marxist.
By the way, Marxist is not a language or ethnic group; it is a social,
economic ideology and political
philosophy advocated by Karl
Marx. It is what Marxism calls
“Class Struggle” where workers
and their bosses fight against each
other to gain for themselves, divided by economic classes.
They believe that communism
(or socialism) will be born from this
struggle.
More or less, it is what happens
in our land today between owners
of fast food restaurants (such as

McDonald’s, Burger King,
Wendy’s and others); even the big
hotels and their employees yell,
scream, march and protest, demanding equality.
Anyway, going back to the main
subject of this column, I am very
sorry that Carlos Fuentes is not
alive today because he would be a
great authority to explain to me and
many others how and when such a
“Mexican language” was born, and
where. And when the “Mexican
race” was created.
I would love to get the opportunity to receive the opinion of the
many educated and professional
Mexicans from Mexico on this subject, who probably don’t think as
the many Mexicans living in the
United States do, using the rest of
their countrymen for political reasons.
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly
Viasmensky, email her at
pviasmensky@lasvegas
tribune.com.
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Watergate-style wiretapping confirmed
By Cliff Kincaid
Bear Witness Central
A very disturbing report has
come out from Senator Chuck
Grassley (R-IA) and Fox News that
Hillary Clinton and six top staffers
kept their Top Secret and/or Top
Secret/Sensitive Compartmented
Information (TS/SCI) clearances
after she left her Secretary of State
position in 2013. And they also kept
their physical access to TS/SCI facilities and databases, which required those TS/SCI clearances,
possibly up through the 2016 election and beyond.
The facilities are called SCIFs,
Sensitive Compartmented Information Facilities, pronounced “skiffs,”
which are vault-like secure buildings or rooms for protecting the
most sensitive intelligence and defense data.
Hillary and her cronies may still
have their SCIF clearances and access even today in 2017. The State
Department has stonewalled Senator Grassley, Fox News and Judicial Watch for months, refusing to
answer questions about such outrageous continued access to the most
highly sensitive secrets by the most
reckless and irresponsible official in
all of history.
The Hillary staffers with continued SCIF access for bogus “memoir research” and book writing for
their boss include Huma Abedin,
Cheryl Mills and Jake Sullivan.
This raises the ominous possibility that the Obama administration
deliberately spread raw wiretap intercepts of Donald Trump phone
calls and communications throughout the government in Obama’s twilight days so that Hillary’s people
could do the leaking of the intercepts, thus giving Obama officials
“plausible deniability.” The Obama
people could deny that “they”
leaked anything, if it was Hillary
people with illegal and potentially
criminal SCIF access who may have
done the leaking.
Intelligence sources tell Fox
News that there was unprecedented
“surveillance of Trump and people
close to Donald Trump including
some supporters for up to a year
before inauguration,” disseminated
through NSA channels with names
“unmasked,” and circulated to the
highest officials in the Obama administration—the National Security
Council, Defense Department, Director of National Intelligence
James Clapper, CIA Director John
Brennan, and others.
Obama’s national security adviser Susan Rice has now been implicated in illegally unmasking
Trump campaign and post-election
Trump transition officials in monitored conversations, according to
Bloomberg News and Fox News.
The story was originally broken by
Mike Cernovich, who has more of
the details including the cover-up of
Rice’s role by New York Times reporter Maggie Haberman, who was

trying to protect Rice and Obama.
The wiretap surveillance summaries obtained by Rice “contained
valuable political information on
the Trump transition such as who
the Trump team was meeting, the
views of Trump associates on foreign policy matters and plans for the
incoming administration.”
Thus they were illegal,
Watergate-style wiretapping of political opponents, contrary to
Bloomberg News’ pro-Obama spin.
This needs to be a high-priority
matter of investigation.
The Farkas Farce
Obama and Hillary officials, recently out of government, retain
contacts and access to remaining
colleagues still in place within intelligence agencies and national security positions. These are holdovers who have yet to be removed
by the Trump administration.
Former Obama defense official
Evelyn Farkas was caught
redhanded and flatfooted over her
March 2 revelation to MSNBC that
she had known about and encouraged the leaks (“that’s why you
have the leaking!” she said) and the
spread of raw NSA-type intercepts
of unmasked names of “Trump
folks” that The New York Times
had just headlined (NYT: “intercepted communications of Russian
officials, some of them within the
Kremlin, discussing contacts with
Trump associates”).
Fox News caught Farkas dead to
rights and then caught her lying
when exposed, trying to deny what
she said on videotape, which had
been broadcast to the world. She
said (twice) that she had encouraged “former colleagues” to leak
secret intelligence on Russia and
Trump “folks;” and then when
caught she deleted the words
“former colleagues” in her new narrative and substituted “the Hill”
(Congress).
Farkas even dragged out the
phony Obama-Hillary claim that
“17 intelligence agencies unani-

(Continued from Page 13)
*****
My birthday camping
trip disaster
OK, so my weekend birthday
camping trip with the family didn’t
exactly turn out as expected.
I woke up last Wednesday (my
actual birthday) with some kind of
computer problem that tied me up
all morning and most of the afternoon. With the problem still unresolved by the tech guys, Gia and I
loaded up the three kids and three
dogs and headed for Southern California.
Laid up in Calico for the night
so we could visit the Calico Ghost
Town Thursday morning before
lighting out for our rendezvous with
friends at their mountain retreat in
Warren Springs, a bit northeast of
San Diego.
Got just past Barstow when I
heard something pop and noticed
white smoke bellowing out of the
tailpipe. It was NOT signaling the
selection of a new Pope!
Pulled off interstate, did a quick
check of the muffler bearings and
smoke-shifter, and called Good
Sam for a tow. After sitting on the
highway for a few hours, we were
finally towed to an RV repair shop
down the highway about 30 miles
in Hesperia, CA.
As we didn’t get there until
around 4:30 pm, the shop owner —
a great gun-lovin’/Trump
supportin’ conservative — said they
wouldn’t be able to take a look until Friday morning. So I rented a car
from Enterprise and loaded the

wife, three kids and three dogs for
a rather crowded and uncomfortable 3-hour drive back to Las Vegas.
Camping trip cancelled. Bummer.
To make a long story short, the
engine is completely blown. So I
need to drive back down to
Hesperia today to arrange to have
the “Money Pit” towed back to Las
Vegas to have a new engine put in.
In the meantime, my computer
problem still hasn’t been fixed.
Not exactly the best way to start
my 58th year on the planet.
But everyone survived and is
safe — and that’s all that’s really
important. There will be other family camping trips. And the beat goes
on...
Cheers.
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outreach, a non-profit public
policy grassroots advocacy organization and publisher of
NevadaNewsandViews.com. He
may be reached by email at
cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.
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mously” agreed that Russia interfered with the U.S. elections, omitting the fact that the 17 agencies
never actually signed off on the
words put in their mouths by the
DNI and Obama’s strong-arm political hacks, but instead stayed silent.
She also neglected to mention
that very few of the 17 alphabetsoup miscellaneous agencies have
any special expertise in
cybersecurity and broad governmental responsibility — basically
it’s only the NSA and Homeland
Security. The rest of the 17 use
cybersecurity merely to protect
their own agencies, not U.S. elections, for example. Coast Guard intelligence can hardly be an expert
at cybersecurity or Russian hacking of U.S. elections.
State Department intelligence—
one of Farkas’ 17—is the same
agency that failed to protect the
United States from Hillary’s unsecured private email server.
Farkas fell prey to the everchanging leftist media narrative. On
March 2, the narrative (in The New
York Times article shown on the
MSNBC Morning Joe screen) was
that courageous Obama intelligence
officials sought to thwart the evil
cover-up of this Trump-Russia
wiretap intelligence by the incoming Trump administration—which
had not done anything at all, not
even taken office yet in December/
early January.
Republican Counterattack
But then on March 4, the White
House and Republicans pushed
back on the criminal illegality of
this massive leak factory of the
most highly classified intelligence
possessed by the U.S. The left then
changed the narrative to bury their
previous proud admissions of
felony leaking of wiretap intercept
intelligence of Trump for political
purposes.
Former Obama official Evelyn
Farkas was trapped. She had embraced the old narrative too quickly
and too enthusiastically, and was
left out on a limb that was cut off.
The new narrative deep-sixed the
“heroic wiretap leakers” narrative,
and they pretended that the wiretapping never happened and that
The New York Times had never said
it happened.
The new media narrative was
that Trump was lying about Obama
wiretapping him, always with the
reductio ad absurdum caricature
lurking in the background of images
of Obama personally shimmying up
the telephone pole to physically
wiretap Trump’s phones and no one
else’s.
The new fake narrative is designed to evade the actual legal
meaning (under FISA law, etc.) of
“wiretapping” as mainly the interception of digital data streams of
voice (phone calls), emails, texts,
etc., or “broad surveillance.” “Wire
communication” is the statutory
language of FISA, contrary to the
lying media’s acid attacks on President Trump who used “wire tapped”
in quotes. It is still called “wires”
under the FISA law.
Suddenly the lying media can no
longer remember the technical details of “warrantless wiretapping”
in NSA spying on Americans that
they obsessed over, in the wake of
the Edward Snowden revelations,
and their outrage over this NSA intrusion into our privacy.
The Media Flip-Flop
Orwell described this process in
1949 in his classic novel of totalitarian government, 1984. The previous history is regularly put down
the “memory hole” by the lying
Ministry of “Truth,” to be destroyed
so that a new contradictory history,
a new narrative, is published as if
nothing was amiss. The lying leftist media today is Orwell’s “Minis-

try of Truth.”
We are watching this happen
right in front of our eyes, and we
see the flip-flop literally from one
day to the next. On March 2 and 3,
the narrative was the heroic Obama
wiretappers of Trump spreading
and leaking the classified wiretap
data. On March 4, President Trump
tweets his protest of this Obama
wiretapping of political opponents
that targeted him, and the fake
media’s new narrative flipped,
feigning ignorance of what it said
literally the day before.
The fake “Trump dossier” of
bogus intelligence that was fabricated by a supposedly “ex” British
agent Christopher Steele—alleging
Trump collusion with Russia and
nasty sex acts—lurks behind all of
the political theater staged by the
lying fake media and the Democrat
deceivers. The FBI is now reported
to have been using the (fake)
“Trump dossier” as its investigative
“roadmap.”
Devious Half-Denials
Britain’s GCHQ, the counterpart
of our NSA wiretap surveillance
agency, issued a devious partial
denial laced with insult designed to
distract: “Recent allegations made
by media commentator Judge Andrew Napolitano about GCHQ being asked to conduct ‘wiretapping’
against the then president-elect are
nonsense. They are utterly ridiculous and should be ignored.” (emphasis added)
GCHQ only denies “wiretapping” (within their scare quotes) of
“the then president-elect” Trump —
thus from the November 8 election
to the January 20 inauguration.
They do not deny they “wiretapped” candidate Trump prior to
November 8 or President Trump
after January 20. Judge Napolitano
specifically reported that the
GCHQ spying was against “candidate” Trump as well as “presidentelect” Trump, and GCHQ chose to
deny only the latter, not the former.
They do not deny spying on
Trump’s associates, who are not
mentioned.
How slick. The GCHQ “denial”
is priceless, deceptive and evasive.
Even more troubling is the fact
that GCHQ director Robert
Hannigan suddenly and unexpectedly resigned on January 23 after
only two years on the job. Was he
sacked in advance of a possible
emerging scandal over the wiretapping surveillance of Trump? A
GCHQ (partial) denial of wiretapping Trump coming from the new
director’s spokesman on March 17
might be positioned to enable them
to say later that they were not fully
apprised of the former GCHQ
director’s actions. A no-firing, nodisciplinary resignation can be suddenly changed into a was-fired,
was-disciplined sacking if ever
needed. How convenient.
Keep in mind that the GCHQ
traces its history back to its wartime
origins at Bletchley Park, where
codebreakers parsed every word of
meaning in order to crack the German Enigma codes. They know that
words have meanings.
Codebreaking often turns on
subtle nuances of wording. Nautical language in a partially deciphered message, for example, is a
clue that the rest of message deals
with ships and navies, thus helping
codebreakers to decrypt the rest of
the intercepted message. GCHQ
knows how to exploit those word
tricks to their advantage. They
made no mistake in their weaselworded half-denial of wiretapping
Trump. It was no careless slip of the
tongue verbiage.
NSA Doubletalk
Equally devious was NSA Director Mike Rogers in his testimony
on March 20 to the House Intelligence Committee that he and the

NSA did not ask the British to “wiretap” Trump. But that is not what
Judge Napolitano said (see quote
below). This “wiretap” wording
leaves it ambiguous as to whether
he means the ridiculous climbingthe-telephone-pole physical “wiretap,” or what President Trump and
sane people mean—the digital tapping of voice and data streams at
an NSA computer console.
Like GCHQ, NSA chief Rogers
dropped Trump’s associates from
his narrative so his answer was
solely about Trump personally being “wiretapped.” And Rogers says
he has seen “no evidence” that
Obama officials asked the British
to wiretap Trump, without explaining how he could possibly know
about all the activities of all of
Obama’s officials.
In any case, that’s not what
Judge Napolitano said on March 14:
His three sources said very plainly
that Obama officials went directly
to the British, bypassing the NSA,
bypassing the “chain of command”
of the NSA and NSA Director
Rogers, etc. This bypassing of the
NSA was apparently illegal and a
felony. It was a convenient setup for
NSA director Rogers to deny that
he had anything to do with it or even
to “know” about it. And did he ever
suspect it without directly “knowing” it was being done?
Judge Napolitano said all that
legal NSA procedure was bypassed:
“Three intelligence sources have
informed Fox News that President
Obama went outside the chain of
command. He didn’t use the NSA.
He didn’t use the CIA. He didn’t
use the FBI, and he didn’t use Department of Justice. He used
GCHQ.
“What the heck is GCHQ?
That’s the initials for the British
spying agency. They have 24/7 access to the NSA database.
“So by simply having two people
go to them saying, ‘President
Obama needs transcripts of conversations involving candidate Trump,
conversations involving presidentelect Trump,’ he’s able to get it, and
there’s no American fingerprints on
this.” (emphasis added)
AIM has confirmed Judge
Napolitano’s account from one of
his three sources and found other
confirmation of the likely procedure
used, from a former NSA/CIA contractor. Judge Napolitano was suspended by Fox News for a week for
revealing the GCHQ spying on
Trump, but returned saying he and
his sources stood by what he had
reported.
FBI Director James Comey likewise made a devious half-denial to
the House Intelligence Committee
on March 20: He testified that the
FBI internally has no information
about wiretapping of Trump, nothing “inside the FBI.” What about
“outside the FBI?” He did not say
the NSA or CIA or DNI, etc., had
no information, only his own
agency.
But it is standard operating procedure within the U.S. Intelligence
Community, or “IC,” that when
highly sensitive intelligence is
shared with other agencies within
the IC, “sources and methods” are
normally concealed or masked. If
the FBI received such wiretap surveillance data on Trump from the
NSA, CIA or British GCHQ they
would not necessarily know it came
from wiretap surveillance because
that fact itself is a sensitive “source
and method” and would be redacted, disguised or masked.
As we have pointed out at AIM,
it has been long-standing procedure
pursuant to “UKUSA” intelligence
agreements that British GCHQ staff
physically stationed at NSA headquarters in Maryland use NSA computer terminals and other equipment to spy on U.S. citizens designated by the NSA — or now, it appears, designated through the direct
intervention of high-level Obama
officials, thus bypassing the NSA
itself.
Former DIA intelligence officer
Mike Pregent has explained how a
process of “reverse targeting” is
used to turn “incidental collection”
of NSA-type wiretap surveillance
into direct targeting, as in the case
of Trump. This ruse bypasses the
need for new FISA warrants by
repurposing old existing blanket
FISA warrants for essentially global surveillance. The intercepted
raw data on Russians are scrutinized for Trump data, which is then
unmasked, spread and leaked.
It is Watergate by digital burglary.
*****
Cliff Kincaid is the director of
the Accuracy in Media Center for
Investigative Journalism.
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Donald Trump’s adherence to American values
demonstrates his commitment to protecting us
By Gen. Anthony J. Tata
The Hill Opinion Contributor
In the wake of Tuesday’s Syrian
chemical weapons attack on innocent civilians, President Barack
Obama will be remembered as
America’s modern day Neville
Chamberlain, the infamous United
Kingdom Prime Minister who appeased Nazi Germany in 1938 by
signing the Munich Agreement, setting the stage for the holocaust.
Contrast Obama’s negligence
with President Donald Trump’s decisive action a mere two days following the Syrian violation of international law. The Syrian government used chemicals to brutalize its
citizens in Khan Sheikhoun. President Trump immediately denounced the attacks, labeling them,
“An affront to humanity.”
Less than 72 hours later he ordered the launch of 60 cruise missiles to destroy the airfield from
which the bomb delivering airplanes departed.
If Obama’s passivity in the face
of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) deployed in Syria in 2013
lends to Chamberlain comparisons,
President Donald Trump’s military
action against Syria this week compares favorably to Winston
Churchill, Chamberlain’s effective
wartime successor.
Just as Chamberlain and
Churchill viewed Nazi Germany
differently, how could two modern
day American presidents see essentially the same horrifying pictures
of chemical weapons attack victims
and come to two decidedly different conclusions about their terror
and an effective response?
Jarring images of Tuesday’s
sarin nerve agent attack on its citizens that circulated the world this
week were similar to those that
went viral in 2013: bodies torqued
in gruesome death poses, patients
oozing bodily fluids from their
mouths and noses, and children running blind through the streets. In
2013, an unimpressed President
Obama found a passive, ineffective
diplomatic solution relying on unreliable Russian oversight. Syria
obviously maintained and built its
weapons of mass destruction stockpiles. The United Nations was even
in on the deal, declaring that there

were no more chemical weapons in
Syria.
Worse, on Obama’s watch Syria
repeatedly violated the Geneva
Conventions and the Geneva Gas
Protocol it had signed in 1953 and
1968, respectively. Many were
hopeful when in August 2012,
President Obama warned Syria not
to cross a “red line” by using chemical and/or biological weapons. A
few months later though, in 2013,
President Assad and the Syrian state
used sarin nerve agent five separate
times to attack Syrian citizens, according to the United Nations Human Rights Council.
Too busy campaigning to preserve his legacy, Obama was not
even bothered to address a suspected Syrian chlorine gas attack on
civilians in August and September
of 2016.
In contrast to Obama, President
Trump was immediately horrified
and driven to an overt, Churchilllike “victory at all costs” style ac-

(Continued from Page 14)
investigative methods, and a substantial nexus between the information sought and the investigation.
Given that a digital device search
is far more invasive upon First
Amendment rights than disclosure
of what books a person buys at a
single bookseller, border agents
should be required to do the same.
And the government should take
special care with respect to journalists. The Privacy Protection Act
prohibits the government from
searching or seizing a journalist’s
materials without probable cause
that the journalist has committed a
crime. While the statute exempts
border searches for the purpose of
enforcing the customs laws, it does
not exempt border searches for
other purposes, such as a criminal
investigation.
But What Do
The Courts Say?
Unfortunately, so far, courts
have refused to recognize the free
speech implications of digital border searches. But I hope and expect
that will change as courts are forced
to weigh the increasing amount of
sensitive information easily accessible on our devices and in the
cloud, and the increasing frequency
and scope of border searches of this
information.
Without First Amendment protections at the border, the threat of
self-censorship looms large. Travelers faced with the risk of border
agent intrusion into such sensitive
data are more prone to self-censorship when expressing themselves,

when considering private membership in political groups, or when
deciding whether to access certain
reading or media material. This is
especially true for people who belong to unpopular groups, who espouse unpopular opinions, or who
read unpopular books or view unpopular movies.
Likewise, confidential sources
that provide invaluable information
to the public about government or
corporate malfeasance may refrain
from whistleblowing if they fear
journalists cannot protect their identities during border crossings. This
is why many government watchdog
groups including the Electronic
Frontier Foundation (EFF) are calling for stronger Constitutional protection of your digital information
and urging people to contact Congress on this issue today.
The good news is there’s a lot
you can do at the border to protect
your digital privacy. Take the time
to review EFF’s pocket guides on
Knowing Your Rights and Protecting your Digital Data at the border.
For more information regarding
Nevada or Federal laws, or if you
feel your constitutional rights have
been violated, please call Mace
Yampolsky & Associates. Call us at
(702) 385-9777. If you need help,
CALL NOW before it is too late. We
can help! We are available 24/7 for
emergencies Contact us today. Contact us at Mace Yampolsky & Associates, at 702-385-9777 if you or
any loved ones have any criminal
problems. We are open 24/7 for
emergencies.

Mace

tion, sending a clear signal that the
U.S. would not stand idly by as its
vital interests were threatened. Yes,
listed as one of America’s vital interests is, “...a rules based international order that promotes global
security.” (Page one of President
Obama’s signed preamble to the
2015 National Security Strategy).
With President Trump’s decisive
actions, the United States has demonstrated global leadership by upholding international law and leading the free world in defense of its

Maramis

liberties. The issue with collective
security arrangements such as the
United Nations or Geneva Conventions is that they require leadership
to shepherd the laggards through
the decision-making, execution,
and verification processes. Remember President Ronald Reagan’s
statement, “Trust but verify?”
Obama simply trusted. His disinterest in foreign policy was evident around the world: North Korean weapons proliferation, birth
and expansion of ISIS, and millions

(Continued from Page 13)
wedding or such — or even visiting a sick friend or
relative that may not have much time left for the visit.
Most flights are purposeful flights, and once the plans
and arrangements have been made for the pick up at
the airport and the arrival at the intended destination
and such, it might not be so easy or convenient to make
last-minute changes to accommodate someone you
don’t even know, or who is making it appear that his
or her needs are more important than yours.
One would think that when it comes to airline personnel, especially those who need to be somewhere
by a certain time in keeping with their job, that between the airline and the crew, they should be able to
make proper and adequate arrangements and plans,
just like all “regular” passengers have to do (but at
lower fares), just in case they cannot arrange to get
those last-minute “space available” seats that only
become available if they are vacated by the passengers sitting in them.
But — and this is a big but — what if there are no
available last-minute seats, and no one wants to yield
theirs up, no matter the enticement offered? Better to
have those backup plans with actual reservations than
to create a disgraceful scene on board the plane by
“randomly” selecting those who must give up their
seats, no matter what (against their will), such as what
happened recently with the horrible, despicable, gruesome and terrifying removal of one such passenger
— Dr. David Dao.
Considering that the only plans the airlines seem
to have so far for accommodating last-minute important passengers are to offer some incentive for
deplaning and hope for volunteers, or to pick one or
another or several of the passengers and demand they
leave the plane, why couldn’t they at least tell the passengers that they will have to do that, and up the incentive to a deal that surely some would not be able to
refuse?
I have to imagine— because I don’t know — that
somewhere in the printed information found on
everyone’s ticket, if they ever bothered to read it all,
that there would have to be something about being
kicked off the plane if they felt it necessary to give
your seat to one of the airline personnel. If that is not
part of the ticket information, I imagine — again —

of immigrants and refugees fleeing
to Europe. But his legacy foreign
policy achievement might be found
in Tuesday’s Syrian chemical weapons attack.
While a small, surgical strike,
the message that President Trump
sent was one of decisive leadership;
a stark contrast to the persistent indecision and devaluing of American legitimacy and strength that
became the norm during the Obama
Administration.
Why does this matter? Other
than the harrowing implications for
allowing the unfettered use and proliferation of WMD, page 11 of
Obama’s own 2015 National Security Strategy lists the “Spread and
Use of Weapons of Mass Destruction” as a U.S. vital interest. If it’s
vital, we must defend it. That’s why
we have a National Security Strategy and the National Military Strategy, to guide the security of our
nation.
For those arguing that U.S. vital
interests were not affected, the
Geneva Conventions are the foundation of a “rules based international order.” President Obama’s
lack of conviction to the vital interests he allegedly penned has positioned the world, like Chamberlain
in 1938, on the brink of geopolitical meltdown.
Thankfully, we have a new administration that believes in adherence to American values and has
already demonstrated its commitment to security of the American
people.
*****
Brigadier General Anthony J.
Tata is a combat veteran, frequent
CNN and Fox News foreign policy
analyst, President of Kaylatek,
LLC, and bestselling author of Besieged.

that it soon will be. And now, it is obvious that that
kind of information needs to be in bold print, in a prominent place, AND mentioned to the passengers at the
ticket counter.
Now (and we should never need a really bad example in order to do the right thing in the first place),
after that absolutely horrendous episode of airline personnel (starting the ball rolling) and local police and/
or security personnel dragging Dr. Dao off the plane
against his will, making a spectacle of themselves while
causing him bodily harm — no matter what “kind” of
a person he was or is, or what they dug up about his
past — one would think that airlines would create a
standard policy for such situations (one that includes
treating passengers with human dignity even as they
must inflict their unwanted will on the passengers).
There may well surface some details that will put
another face on this story, but it cannot change the picture or video we have all seen of Dr. Dao being dragged
off the plane, his face bloodied and bruised, his glasses
hanging off his face, his whole body being pulled down
the aisle with no regard for the man’s human dignity,
his shirt up and all passengers watching in horror.
What if it had been a female passenger who refused
to vacate her seat? Would the police have dragged her
off in the same manner, with her skirt or blouse riding
up, as was Dr. Dao’s shirt? What if it had been a pregnant woman who felt the need to get to her obstetrician, who was leaving the next day to go overseas and
this was the only time she could see him? What if that
passenger had been a dignitary of some sort, but not
known to the airline, since he or she was traveling incognito? What if it was a teenager, maybe on his or her
first flight?
But now that this situation has been blatantly and
vividly brought to the attention of the public, it cannot
be removed from our memories, and the most important thing that all personnel can do — whether airline
personnel, security personnel, or police personnel —
is to make it common practice to treat every human
being with human dignity, by simply using common
sense and doing things in the right way to begin with.
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the
Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Maramis, email her at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.
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Sandy Zimmerman’s Interview along Sapphire Comedy Club’s Red Carpet:

Brad Zinn, George Burns Impressionist
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Two interview photos by Sandy
Zimmerman Productions
and others by Sapphire
I actually reviewed the “real” George
Burns performance at Caesars Palace during
the 90’s and met him at their opening night
VIP party (See Photo). Although George was
around 98 years old, the show was a perfect
mix of his jokes and “talking” songs. He was
alert and did not miss a beat of the material.
George was celebrating signing a contract to
appear at Caesars Palace and the London
Palladium at 100 years old.
I especially enjoyed interviewing and reviewing Brad Zinn, George Burns impressionist, at the Sapphire Comedy Hour as
When Brad Zinn approached the Sapphire
Comedy Hour’s Red Carpet, I knew immediately, the perfect look, the perfect voice and
you can tell Brad Zinn was the George Burns
impressionist!
Zinn: “Nathan Birnbaum (George Burn’s
real name). George Burns played Vegas
many, many times. It’s a pleasure to be back
here, especially in the Sapphire Comedy
Hour lounge. This is our 5th anniversary of
the comedy show. Who better to celebrate
than the guy who lived to be a 100? Now a
lot of people ask me about my health and
I’m here to tell you, there isn’t anything I
can’t do at the age of 87 that I couldn’t do at
19. Which should give you a pretty good idea
of how decrepit I was at 19.”
SZ: “I’m anxious to see your show.”
Zin: “I’ll step out as Brad Zinn for a moment. I’m also appearing as Johnny Carson
to recreate the Tonight Show and if you’re
lucky, Groucho Markx is going to stop by.”
SZ: “All of our favorites will be here Bob
Hope, Phyllis Diller and so many more for a
trip down memory lane. The Sapphire Comedy Club has a lot to celebrate winning the
Las Vegas Review Journal’s ‘Best of Las Vegas Award’ and their 5 year anniversary.”
The Sapphire Comedy Hour is Produced
and Directed by Brett Feinstein of Sapphire
Entertainment. Co-producing is long-time
Vegas Magician Douglas “Lefty” Leferovich
who acts as creative director, magic consultant and also is a featured performer. Along
with Brett and Lefty, Co-producing is comedy expert Philip Peredo who is President of
his own TickleMe Entertainment and books
many of the comedic acts for the this comedy show.
Comedy is better for your health. So laugh
and enjoy the Sapphire Comedy Hour, inside
the Sapphire Club, 7 pm, every Saturday,
3025 Sammy Davis Jr., Industrial Road becomes SD, Jr. Drive.
Award-winning Syndicated Columnist
Sandy Zimmerman features Show and Dining REVIEWS, Travel, Health, Spas,
LUXURY RESORTS and more. Sandy is talk

Sandy Zimmerman interviewed Brad Zinn, George Burns impressionist along the Sapphire Comedy Hour’s Red Carpet.
show host of Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas
TV.com streaming and Discover the Ultimate
Vacation television travel specials. If you
would like to suggest topics for articles, request information or to ask questions about
Sandy’s articles, call 702-515-0846 or email
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.

Sandy Zimmerman reviewed the “real” George Burns at Caesars Palace
during the 90’s and met him at their opening night VIP party.

The Sapphire Comedy Hour is produced and directed by Brett Feinstein (Middle) along
with co-producers, magician Douglas “Lefty” Leferovich (R) and comedian Philip Peredo.
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Vince
Neil
Set
to
Turn
Up
the
Volume
on
3rd
Street
Rock The Street Free Memorial Day Weekend Concerts at the Downtown Grand Hotel & Casino Las Vegas
This Week
in Las Vegas
By Mike Kermani

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
New Downtown 3rd Street concert venue launches with Vince Neil
playing all the Motley Crue hits on
Saturday, May 27.
Tribute Nation on 3rd takes over
on Sunday, May 28 featuring a
night of rock’s biggest hits by three
bands playing the favorites from
Def Leppard, Boston, Styx, Foo
Fighters and Foreigner.
This Memorial Day Weekend,
family get-togethers, picnics and
backyard barbecues will be replaced by Rock The Street, this
year’s biggest and loudest FREE
concert weekend at the Downtown
Grand Hotel & Casino.
Just in time to celebrate the 30th
anniversary of rock’s biggest anthem “Girls, Girls, Girls,” Vince
Neil will be the first to take center
stage and transform Downtown Las
Vegas’ 3rd Street with Motley
Crue’s biggest hits on Saturday,
May 27 with opener Todd Kerns &
the Anti-Stars. Then, before the
stage has a chance to cool off, it will
ignite once more on Sunday, May
28 for the FREE rock n’ roll concert homage and street barbecue,
Tribute Nation on 3rd starring Pyromania, Trinity and Faux Fighters
performing the all-time favorites
from Def Leppard, Boston, Styx,
Foo Fighters and Foreigner.
As part of the Downtown
Grand’s commitment to free live
music experiences (which also includes the stages at Freedom Beat,
the Grand Casino and Citrus Grand
Pool Deck), this first-ever Free
Memorial Day Weekend concert
event will showcase 3rd Street as
the resort’s newest and largest music venue.
Set between the two hotel towers, 3rd Street will be transformed
by stage, lights and sound and Freedom Beat will be serving up the
burgers while Hogs & Heifers,
Triple George and Pizza Rock ensure that no picnics will be missed.
Additionally, craft beers and cocktails will be served street-side and
the Grand Casino will host a special Blackjack Tournament where
10 lucky rock stars will get the
chance to play one hand against
Vince Neil for a chance to win their
share of $5,000 in cash.

Faux Fighters
Free general admission tickets
—No Ticket necessary
for the Vince Neil concert event on
*****
Saturday, May 27, 2017 can be
FLEMINGS FILET AND
downloaded
at
LOBSTER SPECIAL
www.downtowngrand.com/events.
Flemings 8-ounce Filet and 8Ticket holders must be 21 and over. ounce Lobster- $49.95.
First come, first served; based on
Amuse-Bouche — COLOSSAL
availability. No tickets necessary SHRIMP WITH PASSION FRUIT
for Tribute Nation on 3rd concert - seared and served atop a sweet and
event on Sunday, May 28, 2017. savory passion fruit sauce
First come, first served all ages.
Starter — Your choice of
“Our plan is to rock Downtown FLEMING’S SALAD - candied
Las Vegas and give the best free walnuts, dried cranberries, tomaconcert experience in Las Vegas this toes, onions, herbed crostini, lemon
Memorial Day Weekend,” notes vinaigrette or MODERN CAEDowntown Grand Hotel & Casino SAR- hearts of romaine, parmesan,
General Manager Kevin Glass. “3rd
Street is a unique concert venue that
is set between the two towers of our
hotel and lined with our casino and
great bars and restaurants, with a
capacity of 4000, this is going to
be one block party that fans of great
rock n’ roll will not want to miss.”
Vince Neil — Saturday, May 27
—Free Live concert experience
on 3rd Street at Downtown Grand
Hotel & Casino
—Gates Open at 7pm
—Todd Kerns & the Anti-Stars
8pm
—Vince Neil 9 pm
—21 and over
—Free General Admission Tickets must be downloaded at:
www.downtowngrand.com/events
—First come, first served; based
on availability
Tribute Nation on 3rd —
Sunday, May 28
—Free Live concert experience
on 3rd Street at Downtown Grand
Hotel & Casino
—Gates Open at 3pm
—Street Barbecue
—All ages

Pyromania

Trinity

fried capers, crisp prosciutto chips
Third Course — NORTH ATLANTIC LOBSTER TAIL, 8 OZ.
served with drawn butter paired
with FILET MIG
*****
URBAN TURBAN TUESDAY
NIGHT BUFFET TO BENEFIT
ONE FAMILY ANIMAL
SANCTUARY
Urban Turban is expanding its
already extensive vegan offerings
with a full vegan buffet on Tuesday nights from 6-9 p.m. starting
April 11. The buffet is $12 per person and 10 percent of every plate
will benefit One Family Animal
Sanctuary, a local nonprofit that
specializes in providing lifetime
care and sheltering for farm animals who have been abused, neglected, or have special needs.
The buffet includes dishes like
spiced tomato soup, tamarind chutney, crackling spinach salad with
roasted sesame and almonds,
Mumbai veggie burgers, bhel (rice

puffs tossed in fresh basil, cilantro
and tomato), garlic corn, vada (Indian deep fried crispy donuts), turmeric potato bhaji, peppery vegetable curry, pan-fried okra medley,
sambhar (classic southern Indian
stew), vegetable jalfrezi (tangy mix
of vegetable masala), Indian fried
rice and desserts including vanilla
bean suji halwa.
Visit Urban Turban’s 3900 Paradise Rd. location for lunch from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. and for dinner 6-10
p.m.
For more information, visit
urbanturbanusa.com. Be social by
liking
facebook.com/
UrbanTurbanLV and following on
Twitter
and
Instagram
@urbanturbanlv.
*****
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper. He writes a weekly
column in this newspaper. To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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Comedian, Actor Jim Gaffigan to perform at the Colosseum

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
Actor, writer, producer,
Grammy-nominated comedian,
New York Times best-selling author, top touring performer and
multi-platinum selling father of five
Jim Gaffigan has packed up the tour
bus and hit the road with his family
for his live “Fully Dressed” arena
and theatre tour. The tour will make
a much anticipated two-night stop
at The Colosseum at Caesars Palace on Saturday, May 6 and Sunday, May 7. Tickets for both performances go on sale this Friday,
Dec. 16 at 10 a.m.
Jim Gaffigan is a Grammynominated comedian, actor, New
York Times best-selling author, top
touring performer, and multi-platinum-selling father of five. Gaffigan
is known around the world for his
unique brand of humor which
largely revolves around fatherhood
and his observations on life and
food. With multiple projects in
motion, Gaffigan is currently on his
Fully Dressed arena and theater
stand-up comedy tour, with dates
through the end of the year.
In a dramatic turn, Jim will next
be seen in IFC Films/Showtime’s,
The Bleeder, opposite Liev
Schreiber, Naomi Watts, Ron
Perlman and Elisabeth Moss. The
sports drama follows the true story
of boxing champ Chuck Wepner
(Schreiber) who in 1975 went 15
rounds in the heavyweight world
championship against Muhammad
Ali.
On the small screen, Gaffigan
and his wife, Jeannie recently ended
their critically acclaimed semi-fictitious television show, The Jim
Gaffigan Show, after two seasons
on TV Land. The series, lauded by
The Los Angeles Times as “Fun and
Funny,” and People Magazine as
“One of Summer TV’s bright
spots,” was written by Gaffigan and
Jeannie who both also served as
executive
producers
and
showrunners.
Gaffigan’s fourth special (Beyond the Pale-2006, King Baby2009, Mr. Universe-2012), Obsessed premiered on Comedy Central in 2014 and the DVD/CD was
released soon after by Comedy
Central Records. Obsessed premiered at #1 on iTunes which
marked the fifth time Gaffigan
reached the Top 25 Comedy category on iTunes. The album also
earned a nomination for ‘Best Comedy Album of the Year’ at the 2015
Grammy Awards.
In 2013, Jim’s first book, Dad Is
Fat , was released by Crown Publishing and debuted at #5 on The
New York Times Bestsellers List.
His second book, Food: A Love
Story, was released in the fall of
2014 and debuted at #3 on The New
York Times Bestsellers List.
For more information about Jim
Gaffigan, visit jimgaffigan.com,
Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.
Tickets may be purchased in person at The Colosseum at Caesars
Palace Box Office, by calling 866320-9763 or online by visiting
thecolosseum.com or axs.com.
Ticket prices are $89.95/$69.95/
$59.95/$49.95 (prices include 9
percent Live Entertainment Tax).
Orders are subject to additional service charges and fees. For groups
of 10 or more, call 866-574-3851.
Show times are scheduled for 8 p.m.
*****

GRAMMY WINNER KIRK
WHALUM TO HOLD
ONE-NIGHT PERFORMANCE
AT THE FOUNDRY
American smooth jazz saxophonist and songwriter, Kirk
Whalum, will take the stage at The
Foundry at SLS Las Vegas for an
exclusive, one-night-only performance on Saturday, May 13.
The Grammy Award-winning
artist will perform favorites including his popular gospel song, “It’s
What I Do,” along with new music
from his upcoming album, “Love
Covers,” which will be released
Tuesday, April 11.
Whalum has received 12
Grammys throughout his music career for his extensive contributions
to smooth jazz. He has collaborated
with world famous vocalists including Barbra Streisand and Al Green,
and he performed on what is now
Whitney Houston’s most iconic
single, “I Will Always Love You.”
Whalum began his career playing in his father’s church choir in
Memphis before taking the stage at
local clubs in 1979. He then signed
with Columbia records in 1985,
during which time he recorded his
first solo album, “Floppy Disk.”
Tickets starting at $39.50, not
including applicable service
charges, are on sale now and front
row VIP meet-and-greet options are
also available for $89.50. For larger
parties seeking to enhance their experience, VIP table packages are
available for purchase.
Doors open at 7 p.m. for this 21+
event. For more information and to
purchase tickets and packages, visit
foundrylv.com.
*****
LAS VEGAS OUTDOOR
ADVENTURES OFFERS
ALL-AMERICAN
EXPERIENCES TO
ADRENALINE SEEKERS
FROM AROUND
THE WORLD
Las Vegas visitors have a new
all-encompassing way to make the
most of the exhilarating outdoor
recreational experiences the desert
Southwest offers — Las Vegas Outdoor Adventures (LVOA).
This new adventure-tour company offers convenient access to a
variety of all-American outdoor
experiences, with activities suitable
for all ages and areas of interest.
What started as a quick stop restaurant and gas station on U.S. 93

just outside of Boulder City, Nevada — the route that takes travelers from Las Vegas to the Grand
Canyon — has grown into a hub for
exhilarating adventures.
Options include ATV, Razor and
Jeep tours to the Colorado River —
the only tour through the Lake
Mead National Recreation Area of
its kind; an outdoor, military-style
shooting range and thrill-inducing
rides in a monster truck that holds
the Guinness World Record for its
truly monstrous length.
With numerous packages available, LVOA tours include roundtrip
transportation to and from most
hotels in Las Vegas, a visit to the
Mike O’Callaghan-Pat Tillman
Memorial Bridge for a breathtaking view of Hoover Dam, as well
as a stick-to-your-ribs meal in the
Last Stop Burger Bar featuring the
World Famous All-American Hamburger — 8-ounces of Angus beef,
accompanied by fresh-cut fries and
soda.
Visitors can opt for single-activity tours or one that includes multiple experiences all in one day.
For birthday parties, bachelor/
bachelorette parties and corporate
groups, LVOA offers a variety of
group-friendly adrenaline activities,
which can be capped off with an

open bar package at the Last Stop
Burger Bar. Outdoors-loving
couples even opt to get married on
an LVOA tour, and have their nuptials take place on a scenic bluff
overlooking the beautiful Colorado
River.
Highlights of LVOA activities
include:
Exclusive Trail to the Colorado River: LVOA offers the only
chance to take a guided scenic motorized tour on the El Dorado Jeep
Trail inside the Lake Mead National
Recreation Area. Options include
ATVs, Polaris Razor 1000, dune
buggies, Viking all-terrain vehicles
and jeeps. Enjoy the 22-mile
guided, roundtrip trail ride through
rugged desert scenery, which includes a chance to cool off with a
splash in the majestic Colorado
River. Tours include helmets,
gloves, goggles, lunch and bottled
water.
Outdoor Shooting Range: Set
outdoors in the expansive Mojave
Desert, LVOA’s private range offers
a unique “Desert Storm” atmosphere and six military-style bunkers. Guests can shoot automatic
machine guns and other specialty
weapons, including the Barrett .50
Cal Sniper Rifle, and the largest
machine gun in the world: the
Browning BMG .50 Cal (“The
Deuce”). Now available as an upgrade to any package, the much
sought-after Tannerite exploding
targets. LVOA’s Range Safety Officers—certified former-military
firearms instructors provide guidance for each shooting experience.
Grand Canyon Helicopter
Tours: Enjoy a luxurious flight to
the Grand Canyon aboard a VIP
sightseeing helicopter, outfitted
with forward-facing seats and 180
degrees of unrestricted panoramic
views. Soar over Hoover Dam, the
Mike O’Callaghan-Pat Tillman
Memorial Bridge and Black Canyon before descending below the
rim of the majestic Grand Canyon.
Passengers will be dazzled by the

canyon’s monumental, multicolored geologic formations carved
over millions of years by the Colorado River. Bus tours to the Grand
Canyon are also available.
“Ride and Rifles” HarleyDavidson, Shooting Package:
This package combines a shooting
experience at Las Vegas Outdoor
Adventures’ outdoor shooting
range. Passengers are picked up
from their Strip hotels and transferred to the Harley-Davidson store
just minutes away. From there, they
ride over the Mike O’Callaghan-Pat
Tillman Memorial Bridge and
pause for the spectacular photo op
of Hoover Dam. They continue
onto the shooting range, just past
Boulder City, Nevada, for their
shooting experience before embarking on a self-guided tour of the
Grand Canyon, Valley of Fire, Red
Rock Canyon or any other destination they desire.
“Monster Truck Mayhem”:
Add a heart-stopping, shriek-inducing ride-along in the “Sin City Hustler,” which holds the Guinness
World Record-winning entry for
world’s longest monster truck —
measuring 9.8 meters — to any adventure.
All activities may be combined
with one another to create an unforgettable adventure itinerary. In
addition, LVOA offers the chance
to add on even more adrenaline to
the agenda by combining a shooting experience or guided ATV ride
with an American muscle car for 24
hours, a skydiving experience or a
ride on a zipline.
New packages and activities will
be announced later this spring.
For more information about Las
Vegas Outdoor Adventures, visit,
like on Facebook, follow on Twitter or Instagram or call (702) 8251411.
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Fink, email him at
jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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Sandy Zimmerman interviews Melody Sweets of the show “Absinthe” at Caesars Palace along the Academy Awards Red Carpet.

Interview with Melody Sweets of “Absinthe” at Caesars
Palace along the Academy Awards Red Carpet

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Interview photo by Sandy Zimmerman Productions,
other photos by the Academy Awards
I always find interviewing celebrities along the Academy
Awards Red Carpet interesting and fun.
SZ: “Melody Sweets (“Absinthe”-Caesars Palace), you
always look great.”
Melody kidded, “Thanks for noticing.”
SZ: “Everybody notices! What about the music video you
wrote?”
Melody: “The song is called “Santa, Maybe,” it’s naughty
and stars the Chippendale dancers in the music video. It was
a lot of fun, I got to roll around with them in my back yard.”

Meryl Streep in “Florence Foster Jenkins”

SZ: “Rolling around with the Chippendale dancers sounds
like fun.”
Melody: “Life is not so bad. I’m in “Absinthe,” at Caesars
Palace going there tonight to do two shows.”
***
Besides being beautiful Melody Sweets is a woman of
many talents.
Melody has had music featured on MTV, VH1, A&E,
National Geographic and more, on shows such as Celebrity
Fit Club and PUNK’D. She is also the first performer in the
history of burlesque to have produced, written & star in her
own music video for her hit song, Slice of Heaven, now a
featured song in the hit show “ABSINTHE at Caesars Palace, Las Vegas.
“Absinthe” describes their show, ““Absinthe,” is the critically acclaimed acro-cabaret variety show. “Absinthe” is
performed in the round with unobstructed sightlines and in
intimate proximity of the world-class artists performing amazing feats of strength, balance, danger and unfathomable flexibility. The New York Times hails “You’re close enough to
see the sweat and grimaces needed to produce graceful, gravity defying stunts,” and sums up the entire “Absinthe” experience as, “Imagine Cirque du Soleil as channeled through
‘Rocky
Horror
Picture
Show.’”
http://
www.absinthevegas.com/
All proceeds from the ticket sales for the Academy Awards
Red Carpet Interviews, viewing party and buffet are donated
to Variety- The Children’s Charity.
The Las Vegas event, held at the Brenden Multiple Theaters, is affiliated with the Hollywood production of the Academy Awards.
The Academy Awards events are dedicated to fundraising
for Variety- The Children’s Charity. VARIETY Southern
Nevada has served more than 20,000 children and raised and
distributed more than $7,000,000 in grants and specialized
equipment in our community.

Melody is shown holding a mic on the Absinthe logo.

Melody Sweets’ new CD “Santa, Maybe”
You are invited to get involved or for information about
Variety or attend Variety- The Children’s Charity events during the year, contact Variety of Southern Nevada, at 3401
Sirius Ave., Suite 1, Las Vegas. Tel: (702)-383-8466; Email:
admin@varietysn.org. For more information visit the
websites: http://onalv.org/ and www.varietysn.org
Award winning Talk Show Host Sandy Zimmerman is a
syndicated columnist featuring Show and Dining reviews,
travel, health, cars, spas, luxury resorts and more. Sandy is
host of Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV, The Las Vegas
Today Show television programs and Discover the Ultimate
Vacation travel television specials. If you would like to suggest topics for articles, request information or to ask any
questions about Sandy’s articles, call 702-515-0846.
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
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CITY BEAT
LVBNM 10th Annual The Power of
Women & Business Expo Coming Soon

When: Tuesday May 2, 2017
Where: SUNCOAST Hotel &
Casino Grand Ballroom
Time: 6 PM - 9 PM
LVBNM will present its 10th
Annual “The Power of Women &
Business” mixer expo, come and
celebrate there will be business exhibits, live entertainment and our
Chefs Corners - c shefs serving up
tasty samples to all attendees.
Plus
the
LVBNM
BusinessBuilder Presentation Series. This months guest speakers
are; Karen Sikora from United
Healthcare sharing the benefit of
annual physicals, what’s included
in an annual physical and cost of
services as a member of a Medicare
Advantage plan vs. Original Medicare. Plus author, cyber security and
compliance expert Mack Jackson,
Jr discussing, “Protecting Your
Family From Identity Theft. ”
We invited all Clark County
gentlemen to come and support the
business women of Las Vegas! All
attendees will receive a goodie bag,
but the first 100 attendees arriving
will receive a FREE Gift from
LVBNM.
This year LVBNM will honor
five business women, who all have
made remarkable business and
community service impact in Clark
County.
LVBNM, Mega Mixer Expo is
designed to reach all of Clark
County and is a monthly event program. The expo is sponsored by
America Business Women Association, Sendout Cards, Storage West
Self Storage, Branch Benefits Consultants, MGM Resorts International, Caesars Entertainment, the
Suncoast Hotel & Casino and host
of other exhibitors.
There is no pre-registration requirement to attend. This event is
open to the public (ages 18 and
over). Free admission tickets can be
picked up at all Storage West Self
Storage (13 locations) and the
Suncoast Hotel & Casino Catering
Department.
Visit
our
website:
w w w. p j p r o d u c t i o n l i v e . c o m /
LVBNM.html
*****
Red Rabbit White Rabbit
“Red Rabbit White Rabbit” is a
gift to Vegas audiences from five
local professional theatres. No Rehearsal. No Director. No Set! Produced by experimental-theatre
company, The LAB LV, and written by Iranian playwright Nassim
Soleimanpour, this highly acclaimed, globally produced, oneperson production will be a refreshing, invigorating experience. Actors
are artistic directors rendering five

completely unique performances:
—Thursday, April 20 at 8pm,
Nevada Conservatory Theatre; reception following,
—Thursday, April 27 at 8 pm,
Majestic Repertory Theatre,
—Thursday, May 4 at 8 pm,
Cockroach Theatre,
—Thursday, May 11 at 8 pm,
The LAB LV, and
—Thursday, May 18 at 8 pm,
Las Vegas Little Theatre
*****

RAJAN ZED
Hindu prayers opened both
Nevada Senate and
Assembly on April 7
Both Nevada State Senate and
Nevada Assembly in Carson City
opened with Hindu mantras on
April 7, containing verses from
world’s oldest existing scripture.
Hindu statesman Rajan Zed delivered the invocations from ancient
Sanskrit scriptures before the Senate and Assembly. After the Sanskrit
delivery, he then read the English
translation of the prayers. Sanskrit
is considered a sacred language in
Hinduism and root language of
Indo-European languages.
Zed, who is the President of
Universal Society of Hinduism, recited from Rig-Veda, the oldest
scripture of the world still in common use, besides lines from
Upanishads and Bhagavad-Gita
(Song of the Lord), both ancient
Hindu scriptures. He started and
ended the prayer with “Om,” the
mystical syllable containing the
universe, which in Hinduism is
used to introduce and conclude religious work.
Rajan Zed recited from
Brahadaranyakopanishad, he said
“Asato ma sad gamaya, Tamaso ma
jyotir gamaya, Mrtyor mamrtam
gamaya,” which he then interpreted
as “Lead us from the unreal to the
Real, Lead us from darkness to
Light, and Lead us from death to
immortality.” Reciting from
Bhagavad-Gita, he proposed to
urge Senators and Assembly-mem-

bers to keep the welfare of others
always in mind.
In the state of Nevada, Zed has
already delivered Hindu prayers at
City Councils of Las Vegas,
Henderson, Sparks and Boulder
City; in addition to Clark County
Board of Commissioners and
Carson City Board of Supervisors.
Besides Nevada, he has also read
opening prayers in United States
Senate, US House of Representatives, various state senates and
houses of representatives, county
boards and city councils all over
USA.
Bestowed with World Interfaith
Leader Award, Rajan Zed is a global Hindu and interfaith leader, who
besides taking up the cause of religion worldwide, has also raised
huge voice against the apartheid
conditions faced by about 15-million Roma (Gypsies) in Europe.
Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about
one billion adherents and moksh
(liberation) is its ultimate goal.
There are about three million Hindus in USA.
*****

#555Dinner Benefitting
Create a Change Now with
The Reset Project at
VegeNation on Sunday,
May 7 in Support of
Food Revolution Day
Create A Change Now and The
Reset Project announce their third
joint health education event celebrating our communities working
together to create sustainable
change in nutrition education with
a ‘555’ dinner at VegeNation, in
support of Jamie Oliver’s Food
Revoultion Day on Sunday, May 7
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., with a
preceding reception at 5:30 p.m.
Focused on creating sustainable
changes by collaborating with the
community and educating individuals on how Create A Change Now
is supporting its wellness policy to
promote nutrtion education in
schools with a new interactive
curriculm for CCSD, the #555Dinner will highlight five Las Vegas
chefs, each creating one original
plant-based menu item, from a local farm, to be included in the five
course-dinner. The special feast will
feature Chef Rick Moonen of RM
Seafood and RX Boiler Room, Executive Chef Mark Sandoval of
UNLV, Executive Chef Donald
Lemperle of VegeNation, Executive
Chef Hansel Tan of Chow, Chef
Patissier Vincent Pellerin of Eatt,
and vegan wines and original beverages from Executive Director of
Mixology & Spirits Education for
SGWS, Francesco Lafranconi.
Launched in 2012, Food Revolution Day is a global campaign celebrated worldwide, by celebrity
chef, restaurateur and media per-

sonality Jamie Oliver to raise
awareness of childhood obesity and
to encourage people to get back in
the kitchen and cook nutritious
meals. Out of Oliver’s passion for
educating children on the benefits
of healthy eating to lead happier
lives for themselves and their families, he created the Jamie Oliver
Food Foundation, which later grew
to include Food Revolution Day,
another outlet to spread his message
and inspire others.
Tickets to the #555Dinner are on
sale now and start at $77. The dinner is limited to 68 seats. All proceeds will benefit Create A Change
Now. Tickets can be purchased at
www.brownpapertickets.com/
event/2909474.
*****
City of Las Vegas Rainbow
Company Youth Theatre
Partnering with UNLV On
Production Of ‘Peter Pan’
April 28-May 14
Local youth from the Rainbow
Company Youth Theatre are getting
the opportunity of a lifetime —to
learn from the professional crew of
the Nevada Conservatory Theatre
and UNLV during a production of
“Peter Pan” at Judy Bayley Theatre
at UNLV April 28-May 14. This is
the first partnership between Rainbow Company Youth Theatre and
the Nevada Conservatory Theatre
at UNLV, with the young Rainbow
Company members working alongside the professional designers, cast
and crew at UNLV.
Suitable for all ages, this joint
production between Rainbow Company Youth Theatre, Nevada Conservatory Theatre and UNLV features a community cast selected
from an open casting call. The cast
is comprised of professional actors,
UNLV students, Rainbow Company Ensemble members and community residents. Rainbow Company Ensemble members and
UNLV theatre students work together on all technical aspects of the
production, including preparing the
sets and making the costumes. The
musical portrays J.M. Barrie’s enduring fantasy about the Darling
children’s adventure with the boy
of Neverland who never grows up.
Show times are 7:30 p.m. May 4,
5, 6, 11, 12 and 13 and matinees at
2 p.m. April 29-30, May 6-7 and
May 14.
Tickets are priced at $27.50-$33;
$10 with a Rainbow Company
Seussical or Recollections of the
Silver State 2016/2017 ticket stub.
Discounted tickets are available for

seniors, military members, the differently abled, all students, UNLV
faculty and staff, and UNLV
alumni. UNLV students may receive one $10 ticket in Section B
with identification. Tickets may be
purchased at the UNLV Performing
Arts Box office at 4505 S. Maryland Parkway starting at 10 a.m.
Monday-Friday. Tickets also are
available by telephone at 702-895
ARTS (2787) or online at https://
www.unlv.edu/event/nevada-conservatory-theatre-peter-pan. Additional fees apply to telephone and
internet purchases.
Founded in 1976, the Rainbow
Company Youth Theatre is a program of the city of Las Vegas. Rainbow Company produces a full season of family-oriented theatre and
offers classes for youth ages 4-18
in all aspects of theatre at Charleston Heights Arts Center. The Student Ensemble program offers professional-level training to young
people ages 10-18 in all aspects of
theatre. For more information on
this or other Rainbow Company
productions or classes, call 702229-ARTS (2787) or go online to
www.artslasvegas.org.
*****
Bottleneckers: A discussion
on occupational
licensing reform
A “bottlenecker” is anyone who
uses government power to limit
competition thereby reaping monopoly profits and other benefits.
Bottleneckers work with unscrupulous politicians to constrict competition, entrepreneurial innovation,
and opportunity; they limit consumer choice; they drive up consumer prices; and they support politicians who willingly overstep the
constitutional limits of their powers to create, maintain, and expand
these anticompetitive bottlenecks.
Dick Carpenter is Director of
Strategic Research at the Institute
for Justice and author of the new
book, Bottleneckers: Gaming the
Government for Power and Private
Profit, which provides a rich history
and well-researched examples of
bottleneckers in one occupation after another.
Join Pacific Legal Foundation
for a discussion of the book and a
path to positive legal reform advancing economic liberty in California.
Please RSVP no later than
April 12 to Jennifer Rohde at (916)
419-7111 or by email to
jlr@pacificlegal.org
*****
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Six Leadership Lessons from Winston Churchill
By Doug Dickerson
The greatest lesson in life is to
know that even fools are right sometimes –Winston Churchill
As a student of leadership, I have
much respect for Winston
Churchill. As a student of history, I
have an even greater appreciation
for his leadership skills in a most
turbulent time in world history. His
strength and resolve during World
War II gave the British people hope
in their darkest hours. His courage
and sense of purpose were the driving force that ultimately led the Allies to victory.
Step back in time with me and
let Churchill’s own words teach us
some time-tested leadership lessons
that are applicable today. Here are
six of my favorites.
Success is not final, failure is
not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.
If you are going to last as a leader
you have to let this truth resonate
down deep. Every leader experiences failure. But failure does not
define you- it shapes you. A failure
is merely an event that happens on
the road to success. What matters
is not that you failed or even tasted

DOUG DICKERSON
the joy of success, but that you had
the courage to continue.
We make a living by what we
get, but we make a life by what we
give.
This is such a valuable lesson to
learn as a leader. Many have made
the mistake of buying into the old
notion that the one with the most
toys wins. But true leadership is not
about what you get but rather about
what you give. The world will be a
little better than you found it when
you come to discover the joy of giving.

You have enemies? Good. That
means you’ve stood up for something, sometime in your life.
Churchill was greatly admired
but he also had plenty of enemies.
While the consequences may not be
as significant as what Churchill
faced, you too will have your share
of critics. But regardless of the challenges that you face and the enemies who would seek to harm you;
hold true to your principles and hold
true to your convictions. Stand up
for what is right and do good by all
men.
Attitude is a little thing that
makes a big difference.
In the face of overwhelming
odds and at times great calamity
Churchill held on to what I would
label his trump card. It’s what
would give him the courage to
move forward in the darkest hours
of the war and is what would give
his countrymen hope. Succinctly
and truthfully put —Churchill’s attitude was a life saver. Never underestimate the power of a positive
attitude. As a leader is will make
you or break you.
I am an optimist. It does not
seem too much use being any-

BEHIND THE MIKE

FILTERS

By Michael A. Aun
Have you ever said something
you immediately regretted?
Have you ever written a text,
tweet or an email and wish that the
Wi-Fi was down because you felt
instantaneous remorse or guilt for
sharing the thought?
Have you ever been shamed by
a thought or a statement that questioned the loyalty or friendship of
another without having the full
story?
Have you ever wished that you
had fired a client, friend, acquaintance or family member who continually tears away at the fabric of
the soul of your business, your associates, colleagues or family?
We of Lebanese descent have an
interesting philosophy: “Your first
loss is your least loss.” Sometimes
it’s better to acknowledge loss and
move on.
Ironically, once you have uttered
a sentence, you cannot just call it
back. Words are a spoken part of
your history with others. Politicians
often like to say they misspoke or
they acted on the information on
hand at the time or... blah, blah,
blah.
The very act of communication,
specifically writing, is more about
the act of thinking than the message
we often spew. If we spoke the way
we write, we would rethink our
thoughts before hitting the send
button to our mouth.
The art of writing is really about
the art of rewriting. Author James
Michener often noted: “I’m not a
good writer. I’m a good rewriter.”
Some people sap your self-confidence and leave you with feelings
of doubt. Eleanor Roosevelt once
said “No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.” If a
relationship is beyond repair, cut
your losses and move on.
People who suck the life from
your soul are not the great people

MICHAEL A. AUN

in your life. Still, we love them, in
many cases, not because of them
but in spite of them.
My old friend and colleague, the
late Joe Larson, CSP, CPAE
Speaker Hall of Fame, once observed at a National Speakers Association meeting: “My friends
didn’t believe I could become a
successful speaker, so I went out
and found new friends.” Sometimes
you need to fire your friends and
find new ones.
My wife, Christine, has repeatedly cautioned me over the years
to filter what I write or say. That is
terrific advice and those who have
read my columns over the past four
decades would have certainly sided
with her.
When she is occasionally in my
audience when I’m speaking, she’ll
often remark “That story didn’t

happen that way.” I counter, “Literary license.”
“No,” she admonishes me, “You
only have the L right. It’s lying, not
license.” The simple fact is we all
should filter both what and how we
say things to others. Perception is
reality... and reality is in the eye of
the other party.
Donald Trump, revered by some
and reviled by others, is guilty of
shooting from the lip. His political
operatives have tried to tone him
down, but the simple fact is many
of his diehard supporters like his
ready-fire-aim approach.
Would he be served better if he
thought before he hit the send button? Probably, but the fact is that
Donald Trump would feel that he’s
not being true to himself.
The acronym on a poster I once
read may be the answer:
T — Think is it true?
H — Is it helpful?
I —Is it inspiring?
N — Is it necessary?
K — Is it kind?
Like Trump, the words I write
each week are to engage the reader.
Whether readers hate me or love
me, the opinion behind those words
is the reason I write them. That’s
my story and I’m sticking to it!
*****
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist and writes a weekly column
for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at
maun@lasvegastribune.com.

thing else.
As a leader, you choose your attitude and you choose your state of
mind. If there was ever a leader who
could have chosen a different path
and projected a totally different
outlook it was Churchill. With the
relentless bombing raids on London; the tremendous loss of life
coupled with all of the sufferings
that took place, Churchill could
have fallen victim to despair. But
his optimism would one day lead
to victory. I don’t know the challenges you face today but I do know
this much —being optimistic is a
choice that will put you on the right
path.
Lady Astor: “Winston, if I were
your wife I’d put poison in your
coffee.” Winston Churchill:
“Nancy, if I were your husband I’d
drink it.”

Humor was one of Churchill’s
endearing qualities. His quick wit
and sense of humor were a reflection of the total man who took his
work seriously but knew the importance of enjoying a light moment.
His humor was as much an integral
part of his leadership style as any
other trait. Your life in leadership
will be marked by important decisions and things that will define
your legacy. Churchill reminds us
that having a sense of humor makes
it all bearable. So remember this
important principle in your leadership —it’s okay to smile, laugh;
especially at yourself, and enjoy the
journey.
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated
columnist. He writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Doug Dickerson, email him at
ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.com.

Sundays from 12.30 to 2 p.m.
Please call 702-706-6875 for information
and directions to the study group
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SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

Ten surprising facts about Social Security

Check out these little-known facts about one of America’s best-loved programs

By Eileen Ambrose
AARP
Don’t leave these lesser-known
social security benefits hanging.
1. Kids get benefits, too.
Your unmarried children under
age 18 — or 19 if still in high school
— can receive benefits based on
your work record if you’re collecting Social Security retirement or
disability benefits. Grandchildren
also are eligible for benefits on a
grandparent’s record if they are dependents and receive no financial
support from a parent.
2. In some cases, so do parents.
Moms and dads who rely on an
adult child for at least half of their
financial support can receive survivor benefits if that child dies.
3. You’ve got time to fix errors.
Mistakes in your earnings record
could lead to reduced future benefits. Typically, you have three
years, three months and 15 days
after the year in which you earned
the wages to fix mistakes. Social
Security makes exceptions if, say,
you have documentation of earnings or the error is obvious.
4. Chances of owing taxes are
increasing.
Up to 85 percent of your benefits could be taxed, depending on
your income. Because these income
limits haven’t changed for decades
despite rising wages, the chances
you’ll owe taxes on benefits also
have increased. Less than 10 percent of beneficiaries paid federal
income tax on their benefits in
1984, the first year benefits were
taxed. Now about 40 percent do,
and, under current law, that’s expected to climb to more than half
in three decades.
5. You can change your mind.
Regret taking early — and reduced — benefits at 62? No problem. You have 12 months after starting benefits to withdraw your application — provided you repay all
the money received so far. Miss the
deadline? Don’t worry, you get another chance for a do-over. Continue receiving benefits until your
full retirement age, then suspend
benefits without having to repay
those you already received. Benefits will grow 8 percent annually
until age 70, when you can restart
benefits to get the maximum payout.
6. Most creditors can’t touch.
Your benefits are protected from
private creditors. But Uncle Sam
can garnish monthly benefits to repay debts such as back alimony,
child support, restitution, federal
taxes and federal student loans. Be
aware, if your Social Security benefits are deposited in an account
with other money, the bank must
protect two months’ worth of benefits from creditors. The bank can
freeze the rest of the money, leaving it up to a court to decide whether
creditors get the cash.
7. Newlyweds may not qualify.
You generally must be married
for at least nine months to qualify
for survivor benefits if your spouse
dies. Among the exceptions: The
spouse died in an accident or in the
line of duty while in a uniformed
service.
8. You can get a new number.
Under very limited circum-

stances — if, say, you’re a victim
of domestic violence or identity
theft — you may be able to get a

new Social Security number.
9. Your ID is unique to you.
Once a Social Security number

is used, it’s never assigned again —
even if the original owner died.
Social Security, which has issued

more than 453 million so far, says
it has enough numbers to last several more generations without
changes to the system.
10. Forwarding services have
stopped.
For decades, Social Security was
the Pony Express for missing persons. The agency would forward
letters to people who couldn’t be located. Letters could be from relatives notifying the missing person
about a death in the family or news
of unclaimed property. The service
was free if the cause was humanitarian, but cost $35 if it was notifying a person of unclaimed property.
Social Security stopped the service
in May 2014, though, because of so
many locator resources now available for free online.
*****
Eileen Ambrose is a senior editor and writer for the Money Team.
She previously was a personal finance columnist with the Baltimore
Sun.
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Seven Tips for Millennials Dreaming of Retirement

These easy steps will help younger adults take advantage of opportunities.
By Kira Brecht
US News Contributor
When you are in your 20s or
early 30s, retirement seems like a
distant concept. Many young adults
are preoccupied starting and building their careers, paying off student
loans and maybe even starting families.
It’s easy to put retirement on the
back burner.
Millennials have been presented
with a unique set of challenges and
opportunities, says Jason R. Staley,
investment relationship manager at
Schneider Downs Wealth Management Advisors in Pittsburgh. The
“lack of wage growth and uncertain
job markets, combined with significant amounts of student debt and
the likelihood of social safety net
programs like Social Security and
Medicare being less generous to
millennials than baby boomers, create an uncertain economic future,”
Staley says.
Here are seven tips to help
millennials get started on the road
to retirement.
Take advantage of
compound interest
Starting to save money when
you are in your 20s and 30s puts
time on your side. Here’s a basic
example: Every dollar invested today, earning 6 percent for 30 years,
compounds to be about $5.74 in the
future, says David Brinkman, investment relationship manager at
Schneider Downs Wealth Management Advisors in Columbus, Ohio.
It’s critical to teach millennials
that they only have one compound
growth curve in their lifetime, says
Josh Jalinski, president of Jalinski
Advisory Group and host of the Financial Quarterback radio show in
Toms River, New Jersey.
“With compound interest, their
dollars will double over time, meaning the earlier you begin saving, the
more ‘free’ money you will earn,”
he says. “If you wait until you’re
older to get serious about retirement, you have already lost many
years of compound interest potential.”
Creating a plan can
help you succeed
“By not planning for retirement
they are planning to fail,” Brinkman
says. “Failure includes the inability to live a lifestyle in retirement
that is below their current lifestyle
expectations, or having to work
much later into their life to overcome starting retirement savings
later.”
Put your money to work,
cash doesn’t pay
“I recently met with one
millennial who had an excellent
income and savings rate, but she
had over $100,000 in cash that was
earning absolutely nothing,”
Jalinski says. “We created an action
plan for her to start earning interest, diversify her strategies and insure her future. I find that
millennials are very open to getting
help and are good savers. They just
have too much cash on hand and
lack a properly disciplined financial
plan.”
Understand the importance
of stock returns
Some millennials are very risk
averse, and increasingly acting
more like their grandparents did
when it comes to money, Jalinski
says. “Many millennials are very
protection-minded and have no
money with market exposure.”

It’s never too early to start planning for retirement.
“In addition, a Brookings InstiMillennials may have a reason industry surveys only 20 percent of
to be gun shy of the stock market. millennials described the stock tute study noted that 52 percent of
They saw their parents take big hits market as the best way to save for millennials had their savings in cash
versus 23 percent for savers in other
in 2000 and 2008. “According to the future,” Brinkman says.

age groups.”
Historical long-term average returns for the U.S. stock market have
been around 10 percent. Many market watchers expect lower returns
in the future, but stocks still offer
the opportunity to grow your money
over time, unlike cash or low-yielding Treasury securities.
Use computer software
to make projections
“We use visualization software
that employs calculators and other
programs to help millennials see
what their life would look like if
they became disabled, if they kept
their money in cash earning just
zero to 1 percent at the bank, or if
the market crashed,” Jalinski says.
“On the other hand, the software
also helps visualize positive developments, like what would happen
if they saved 15 percent of their income, took full advantage of their
employer 401(k) match or focused
on generating compound interest.
This helps them zero in on what
they need to do to properly prepare
(See Brecht, Page 26)
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How to invest in private equity with a self-directed IRA

Private equity can yield big rewards but investors must understand the risks.
By Rebecca Lake,
US News Contributor
When saving for retirement is
the order of the day, you may think
your options are limited to stocks
and bonds. Investing in a self-directed individual retirement account, however, can open up new
possibilities.
Self-directed IRAs allow you to
invest in alternatives like real estate, precious metals and an asset
class that’s typically the domain of
the uber-wealthy: private equity.
From an investment perspective,
private equity can be lucrative. According to the Private Equity
Growth Capital Council, private
equity outperformed the Standard
& Poor’s 500 index by 5.2 percent
during the 10-year period ending in
2015. Private equity investments
are not without certain risks,
though, and they may not be appropriate for every investor.
Hunter Unschuld, president of
Albuquerque-based Fractal Profile
Wealth Management and founder
and CEO of the American Society
of Fiduciary Education, cautions
that investing in private equity is
the epitome of all or nothing.
“It’s a home run or a strikeout
in investing,” Unschuld says. “The
main advantage is if you hit the
home run, all of those gains are
much bigger than what you would
get in the stock market and they
grow in your account tax-free.”
On the other hand, the big disadvantage of investing in private
equity via a self-directed IRA
comes if you strike out.
“If you take a loss, you can’t
write that off on your taxes like you
can with a loss in a regular investment,” Unschuld says.
If you’re considering an investment in private equity through a
self-directed IRA, here are some
best practices to observe.
There are several factors to consider when deciding whether to roll
the account over.
Get familiar with the selfdirected IRA guidelines
Self-directed IRAs share the
same tax advantages as a traditional
or Roth IRA but the Internal Revenue Service imposes certain restrictions on the management and
use of these accounts.
Adham Sbeih, CEO and founder
of Socotra Capital in Sacramento,
California, says investors sometimes have a tendency to overlook
the importance of these rules.
“I think the one that’s broken
most frequently is that you can’t
personally benefit from your selfdirected IRA —only your IRA can
benefit,” Sbeih says.
The IRS specifically prohibits
self-directed IRA investors from
conducting transactions that result
in an indirect benefit. For example,
you’re not allowed to lend yourself
money from the IRA or use IRA
funds to purchase a vacation home.
These kinds of activities fall under
the umbrella of self-dealing, which
is a major no-no in the eyes of the
IRS.
Jeffrey Kelley, senior vice president and chief operating officer at
Equity Institutional in Westlake,
Ohio, says investors should also be
aware transactions involving certain individuals are verboten. That
includes transactions between an
IRA and disqualified persons,
which covers fiduciaries, certain
family members, and businesses
that are controlled by the investor
who owns the IRA or another disqualified person.
If your investment activity
moves beyond the scope of what’s
allowed by the IRS, the result could
be damaging to your bottom line.
In the worst-case scenario, your
IRA could lose its tax-advantaged
status and you may incur taxes or
penalties on prohibited transactions. That could wipe out any gains
you’ve made by investing through
the IRA in the first place.
Understand the risks
associated with private
equity investments
Private equity can add diversification to your investments but it’s
important to understand where it
fits in terms of your risk tolerance.
“Investing in private equity
through a self-directed IRA will
raise an investor’s risk profile,”
Unschuld says. “There’s a higher
risk, but also a higher reward and
to offset that, the investor should
be more conservative with other investments in his or her portfolio.”
Erik Davidson, chief investment

officer for Wells Fargo Private Bank
in San Francisco, says investors
should take a holistic view when introducing private equity investments through a self-directed IRA.
“It’s very important to look at
investments in the context of the
entire portfolio,” Davidson says.
Davidson says investors should
be focused on balancing private equity with investments that offer
greater liquidity and a different riskand-return profile. He also encourages investors to consider their
broader timeline until retirement.
“Investors who need liquidity
soon, as well as those who lack substantive other assets for diversification, wouldn’t be appropriate for
this strategy,” Davidson says.
He says that investors who are
pursuing private equity investments
through a self-directed IRA should
perform exhaustive due diligence
beforehand. Davidson further recommends diversifying within private equity investments to avoid
significant deal-specific exposure.
Sbeih says investors should consider diversifying into an investment that counterbalances any
weaknesses a particular private equity investment may bear. Investors
also need to understand how the
investment winds down, as well as
the process and timeline involved
to make an exit, he says.
Compare the costs to any
potential upside of investing
in private equity
Anthony Glomski, principal and
founder of Los Angeles-based AG
Asset Advisory, says the cost of private equity in a self-directed IRA

can be prohibitive for some investors.
“Many private equity investments that our firm would advocate
require the investor to be a qualified purchaser (QP),” Glomski
says, meaning an individual with at
least $5 million in investable assets.
“As you go down the food chain,
away from investments that do not
require an individual to be a QP,
fees and expenses are increased and
performance can be compromised,”
Glomski says.
If you’re planning to invest
through a private equity fund, ven(See Lake, Page 26)
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(Continued from Page 25)
ture capital fund or funds of funds,
scrutinize the fee schedule carefully
so you have a realistic picture of
what the investment will cost on an
annual basis. You can then compare
that to the fund’s performance to
determine whether it’s worth any
gains you anticipate over the long
term.
Beyond that, you’ll also need to

Brecht

(Continued from Page 24)
for a comfortable retirement.”
Use technology
to your advantage
“Apps like Mint, Personal Capital and Intuit can help them identify cash flow and where they can
plan and stick to a budget,” says
Adam Ciepiela, vice president at
Charles Stephen in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. “Financial planning
software like eMoney and Money
Guide Pro can help make the plan
full and visible to them. Robo-advisors have made it easy to gain
access to investments cheaply and
efficiently.”
Make retirement
saving a priority
Even while you pay off college
loans, saving for retirement and
earning compound interest should
always come first, Jalinski says. “It
is very possible that a future president could forgive student loan
debt,” he says. “I always tell clients
that, because of the political uncertainty of college loan debt, they
should focus on saving for retirement and building a comfortable
nest egg.”
Bump up your
savings amount
The millennial group is not properly preparing for retirement,
Brinkman says. “The median savings rate for millennials is 3 percent,
whereas most industry experts forecast they should be saving between
5 percent and 15 percent of their
pre-tax income into their retirement
accounts,” he says.
When it comes to retirement,
there probably isn’t a thing as too
much.
“Over saving in the early years
allows for more flexibility in later
years where saving may be less
manageable, practical, or possible,”
Staley says. “The power of the early
savings and compounding over a
long time horizon gives people the
best chance at achieving the kind
of retirement they desire while
minimizing the possibility of retirement ‘short-fall’ risk.”
Although retirement may seem
far away and the appeal of living in
the moment overpowering,
millennials need to be laser focused
on the future, Staley adds.
“Millennials will enjoy the significant advances made by prior
generations in technology and
medicines, but will likely not have
access to the generous social safety
nets that have provided support and
funds for retirement like previous
generations,” he says. “Millennials
need to save early and often in order to increase the probability of
having the retirement they desire.”
*****
Kira Brecht is a regular contributor to US News & World Report. She has two decades of experience as a financial journalist and
market analyst, writing about the
stock and commodity markets, investing and active trader strategies,
the economy and the Fed. Follow
her on Twitter @KiraBrecht. Connect with her on LinkedIn.

consider the tax implications.
“Returns from a self-directed
IRA investment can be tax-deferred
or tax-free, depending upon the account type,” Kelley says. “However, some investments made using
self-directed IRAs, such as limited
partnerships, limited liability companies and other entities, may also
generate unrelated business taxable
income.”
Don’t assume that your IRA custodian will do the legwork of managing your tax burden.
“If you’re in a self-directed IRA,
it’s your responsibility to be aware
of tax liabilities,” Unschuld says.
“For example, if you invest in private equity in a manufacturing business that generates income and it’s
not paid out as a dividend, you have
to pay tax on that income or face a
penalty.”
Even if the money is in your IRA
in that scenario, it’s still subject to
tax in the year it’s distributed. It’s
advantageous to know beforehand
how private equity could reshape
your tax outlook.
“The potential tax implications
that can come with private equity
can be a big problem for some
people,” Unschuld says.
*****

Rebecca Lake is a freelance Investing & Retirement reporter at
U.S. News & World Report. She’s
been reporting on personal finance,

investing and small business for
nearly a decade and her work has
been featured on The Huffington
Post, Business Insider, CBS News

and Investopedia. You can connect
with her on LinkedIn and Twitter
or email her directly at
rlake0836@gmail.com.

Investors should always compare the costs to any potential upside of investing in private equity.
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What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

Keeping Personal
Items Personal

By Dr. Nina Radcliff
We love to share great times,
secrets, and thoughts with our loved
ones. But when it comes to our personal makeup and beauty items,
they need to be kept personal. These
seemingly harmless items can become a vector for passing germs —
Staph infections, herpes simplex
virus, fungus, hepatitis, the seasonal
flu — from one person to the next.
Sharing is caring, except when it
comes to germs!

JARS OF LOTION
Many of us can recall the famous
argument on Seinfeld where
George Costanza was confronted
for double-dipping. He was at a funeral, dipped a chip in a bowl of
dip, took a bite off the chip, and then
dipped it back in the bowl. Germs
— bacteria and even fungus — can
be transferred from our hands into
these jars on the first “dip.” And the
thick consistency of these items are
similar to that of a Petri dish. Some
solutions to allow our loved ones
to moisturize include transferring
the product into a pump dispenser,
spooning a small portion into a
travel jar and washing it regularly,
or using a spatula or spoon to share.
LIP GLOSS
This is an absolute NO-NO! Our
mouths are dirtier than a toilet in
terms of the number of bacteria per
square inch as well as the types of
bacteria. It is estimated that our
mouths contain 600-some different
species of bacteria! Herpes simplex
virus — the organism responsible
for those pesky cold sores can also
be transmitted through lip gloss.
Additionally with flu season in full
swing and the common cold always
a clear and present danger, we want
to stay away from lip gloss, lip
balms (including chapsticks),
drinking after someone, or sharing
utensils. The solution: just say no!

MASCARA
Our lashes were meant for more
than batting our eyes. They were
designed to keep debris and germs
out of them. Sharing mascara can
lead to the transfer of a number of
germs, including those that cause
pink eye and keratitis, an inflammation of the cornea. It can even
cause herpes simplex virus. Although it usually clears without any
permanent problems, in some instances it can cause scarring to the
transparent front part of they eye
(the cornea) which can lead to permanent loss of vision. Solution:
DON’T DO IT. No one ever got
hurt from not having killer lashes.

TWEEZERS
This may surprise some: when
we pluck a hair, bleeding may occur. As we know blood contains bad
bacteria such as HIV, hepatitis B,
and hepatitis C, to name a few. We
should never share personal items
such as tweezers, razors, or nailclippers. The solution is to pick up
some disposable razors the next
time you are at the store. If you are
at a salon, make sure that they observe proper disinfecting technique.

TOOTHBRUSHES
This reminds me of a quote by
Denis Waitley: “A smile is the light
in your window that tells others that
there is a caring, sharing person inside.” Let’s share a smile often, but
when it comes to sharing toothbrushes: “fuggedaboutit.” A reminder, our mouths are dirtier than
a toilet. So if you think you want to
clean your mouth, do it, but not with
someone else’s toothbrush. The solution: pick up a few extra toothbrushes the next time you are at the
store. And in general, make sure to
get a new toothbrush every 2-3
months so we can keep our pearly
whites shining.
Ann Landers stated: “Love is
friendship that has caught fire. It is
quiet understanding, mutual confidence, SHARING and forgiving. It
is loyalty through good and bad
times. It settles for less than perfection and makes allowances for
human weaknesses.” Let’s choose
to smile, forgive, love, and
share...while keeping our personal
items, personal.
This article is for general information only and should not be used
for the diagnosis or treatment of
medical conditions and cannot substitute for the advice from your
medical professional. Dr. Nina has
used all reasonable care in compiling the current information but it
may not apply to you and your
symptoms. Always consult a doctor
or other health care professional
for diagnosis and treatment of
medical conditions.
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss
and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to:
earthtalk@emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/
subscribe; Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: Is it true that
the Paris climate accord as it
stands won’t be enough to stave off
cataclysmic global warming anyway, even if the U.S. and the other
participating countries honor their
commitments? — Astrid Taylor,
Williams, MA
To date, 197 countries have
signed onto 2015’s landmark Paris
climate accord (“The Paris Agreement”), which aims to limit global
warming to less than 2ºC above preindustrial levels by 2100 through
voluntary emissions reduction
plans. But skeptics argue that even
if all participating countries follow
through with their promised cuts,
we may still come up short in leveling off global warming as needed.
Researchers working on the Climate Action Tracker, a tool used to
monitor climate action and global
efforts to meet Paris Agreement
goals, found that with current and
planned emissions reduction policies, we are on track to hold the global mean temperature down to approximately 2.8ºC above pre-industrial levels by 2100—not the 2ºC
environmental leaders are hoping
we can achieve. For some context,
the current global average mean
temperature hovers around 1ºC
above pre-industrial levels, but climatologists expect the warming to
accelerate as a result of a century’s
worth of carbon dioxide (CO2) built
up in the atmosphere. If we keep
up our current pace of emissions up
without any checks, climate models suggest the global average mean
temperature will rise about 3.6'C
by 2100.
Meanwhile, others think we are
even further from achieving our
goals. Blogger and Skeptical Environmentalist author Bjorn Lomborg
calculates that, even if each of the
Paris signatories keeps its emissions
reduction promises, we can only
expect a negligible reduction in global mean temperature, that is, only
0.17ºC lower by 2100, but still well
above what climatologists consider
safe and sustainable. “Paris is being sold as the summit where we
can help ‘heal the planet’ and ‘save
the world’,” says Lomborg. “It is
no such thing.”
What such negative extrapolations don’t factor in is that the Paris
Agreement leaves room for participating nations to adjust their emissions reduction goals moving forward. Indeed, setting more ambitious targets mid-stream is baked
into the agreement. Negotiators figure that improving technologies and
the reduced cost of renewables in
the coming years will help drive
down emissions more than we can

count on at this point, and getting
more nations on-board now is the
top priority. To wit, the U.S. has
promised “deep, economy-wide
emission reductions of 80 percent
or more by 2050” while the European Union has likewise pledged to
slash its own emissions by 80 to 95
percent of 1990 levels by 2050.

The melting of the ice sheets around Illulissat, Greenland and
elsewhere in the Arctic is accelerating thanks to global warming.
But are such lofty goals achiev- utilities and industry around the Rockstrom, if we can remove five
able? Stockholm University’s Johan world in half every decade until gigatons of CO2 from the atmoRockstrom thinks so, but only if 2050 while also cutting out net sphere every year until 2050 — alwe’re careful how we get there. greenhouse gas emissions from ag- most double what the world’s trees
Lead author on a recent paper on riculture and deforestation alto- and soils already do naturally —
the topic in Science Magazine, gether. Meanwhile, we’ll have to we might be able to get in striking
Rockstrˆm argues that we need to significantly scale up efforts to se- distance of the 2ºC goal.
*****
cut greenhouse gas emissions from quester CO2. According to

PLACES TO GO
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10-ounce Bone-In Dry Aged NY Strip Steak with Fried Egg

Capital Grille’s Unique Easter Brunch

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
Capital Grille’s four-course $49 Easter
Brunch offers unique pairings not seen before.
Interview: Capital Grille’s Sous Chef
Marc Erickson and Managing Partner Andrew Weintraub.
Chef Marc: “Our play on brunch includes
both. The sunny side up egg is right on top of
the bone-in dry-aged NY strip steak. As you
break the yoke it acts as a sauce. The steak
comes with a Red Eye Jus and tomato jam
steak sauce. We add smoked bacon and
expresso coffee to really wake it up. The tomato jam is a sweet and spicy play while the
ingredients all match so well together.
We cut the Filet Mignon in-house daily
and sear them in the back broiler.
Weintraub: “Our meats are center-cut,
good old fashioned corn-fed, all of the meats
are nothing but the highest quality beef.”
SZ: “Your guests know whatever they order it’s going to be great, fresh and the best
quality.”
Chef Mark: We cut our steaks every day
and dry-age the sirloin, New York strip and
porterhouse here in the restaurant, setting us
apart from some of the other steakhouses

on the Strip.
Weintraub: “We age our beef for a minimum of 18- 24 days, which is really the sweet
spot we look for. Once they are ready, we
take the meat off the shelves and butcher
them in the restaurant.
SZ: “You watch every step!”
Weintraub: “Absolutely, keeping the humidity and temperature at a certain range. All
of our fish are premium seafood flown in
fresh every day, cut each day to order. Fish
are not second fiddle even though we are the
cg steakhouse.
SZ: “That makes a difference in the taste
and enjoyment. Your NY Strip Steak was so
tender, mouthwatering, that’s what people
seek when they dine here.”
Weintraub: “Dry-aging really helps with
the tenderizing the beef and enhances the
beef’s flavor you find in dry-aged steaks.”
SZ: “Shrimp with Grits are a different
entrée combination. Sautéing the shrimp with
bacon, onions and sweet peppers brings several flavor surprises.”
Chef Marc: “It’s a southern play with
mixed red and green bell peppers diced and
sautéed with butter.
Weintraub: “It’s a really nice balance, rich
with cheddar cheese and grits then you have
the sweet and smoky element of the bacon

and peppers as well. We use U10-12’s
shrimp.
SZ: “You prepare Lobster Frittata a special way.”
Chef Marc: “We butter-poached two lobster tails very slowly not to break our butter,
the lobster sits on top of the Frittata, on top
of the hash brown potatoes. The sauce is
placed on the side and guests add at their preference. The white truffle hollaindiase sauce,
just like our bisque, truffles are added to the
sauce to give it our “Capital Grille” touch.”
The Capital Grille Easter Brunch costs
$49, served ONLY Easter and Mother’s Day,

11 am to 3 pm, their usual menu is served
until 10 pm, inside the Fashion Show Mall,
3200 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Fashion
Show Drive, complimentary valet and private elevator. 702-932-6631.
*****
Award-winning Sandy Zimmerman’s
Show/ Dining/ Travel Reviews, Health, Spas,
Luxury Living and more. Talk Show Host
Sandy Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV.com and
Discover the Ultimate Vacation streaming.
Suggest topics for articles, for information
or questions, call 702-515-0846 or email
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.

Classic Creme Brulee

The Grille’s Lobster Frittata

Flourless Chocolate Espresso Cake

Shrimp and Grits

Pan-Seared Salmon

Strawberries Capital Grille
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LAS VEGAS TRIBUNE CLASSIFIEDS

To place classified ads in the Las Vegas Tribune
please call 702-426-6022 or 702-426-5902
HELP WANTED

INTERNET/TV OFFERS

HEALTH

Television Reporter/Writer
NAU Television Services #603025

Northern Arizona University’s Television Services is currently seeking
a full time Television Reporter/Writer. Under direction of the Executive
Producer, the Television Reporter/Writer produces, writes and delivers
program material on camera for the university television station and
other university departments. TV Services is a unit within Marketing
and Strategic Communications. The Television Reporter/Writer must
have the ability to translate complex content in a manner that
promotes the university in the marketplace. Under direction of the
Producer/Director, this position also participates as a member of the
production team using video camera, audio and lighting equipment to
capture video and audio for new programming and in support of live
television broadcasts.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree in mass communication,
broadcast production, film, fine arts, marketing or related field and two
years’ experience in broadcast reporting, broadcast writing,
multimedia, journalism, marketing or other related digital and/or video
emphasis. Or six years’ experience in broadcast reporting/writing or
related field. Or any equivalent combination of experience, training
and/or education.

SPECIAL OFFERS

Application Deadline: Open until further notice.
Please see nau.jobs for full job descriptions and details on how to apply
online! NAU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. Women,
minorities, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

PERSONALS

INTERNET/TV OFFERS

LEGAL HELP

HOUSING

HEALTH

OUTREACH PROGRAM

An outreach
program to help
the homeless to
help themselves.
CHAPLAINSTEVENSTJOHN.COM

